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[EDITORIAL]
IF IT CAN ONLY LAST
No loyal American can fail to rejoice over the trouncing
which the Greeks have been giving the Mussolini cohorts,
and if it were left with those two countries to fight it out
the Hellenic forces might emerge victorious. But thus fought
brave Finland until swamped by superior numbers, and
treachery within its own ranks. This time, however, Great
Britain is in a better position to make good its promise of
assistance, and ultimate surrender, If it does come, will be
indefinitely delayed. Certain it is that many unexpected
reverses have set Benito Mussolini into a fine rage and he
may be able to accomplish the downfall of Greece without
calling upon the Germans to help whip the little fellow.
Mussclinl’s courage is generally much better when his foe is
smaller and outnumbered.

MORE STATES IN PROSPECT
Are we to have three more States? Hawaii seems to be
tending in that direction, and the distinction of being No. 49
may be contested by Alaska and Puerto Rico. But many
Hawailans apparently are not ready for the merger in spite
otf the recent two to one vote to ask for statehood. Mrs. Lettie
Good of Camden, who recently visited Honolulu heard inci
dentally of considerable opposition, as told ln the second
installment of her most interesting letter.

TELLING THE WORLD
If there are weaknesses in our scheme of National De
fense. as seems undoubtedly and very naturally the case.
Hitler, Mussolini & Co. have only to read the experts’ articles
published in the metropolitan newspapers to find out all about
them. In view of what is being written and pictured, censor
ship on minor matters seems too absurd for comment.
JOHN LEWIS MEANT IT
John L. Lewis is making good his promise that he would
resign as president of the C. I. O. if Roosevelt was elected.
This will probably disappoint enemies who thought he was
only bluffing Meantime he will carry out of office the mem
ory of the tremendous ovation he received at the Atlantic
City convention yesterday.

The exciting days of the World War, when four draft
contingents left Rockland for "Somewhere In France" will be
recalled in a measure Friday when citizens will shout thelr
approval and blessings for the two volunteers who will leave
that forenoon for the Army induction camp. When the first
contingent left this city In 1917 lt contained 71 young men
who would prabably soon be under fire on a foreign soil; this
time there will be but two of the embryo soldiers, and they
will Join a peacetime Army on our own soil. Yet their inten
tion is Just as patriotic and they deserve our cheers. Let's
give them with a will.

married in January, 1913, to Inez
Rackliff of South Thomaston, the
ceremony being followed by 27
years of happy married life.
Mrs. Dyer survives, together with
their son Francis, Mr. Dyer’s par
ents, a sister, Mrs. Ellena Fredette;
a grandmother, Mrs. Emma H.
Witham of Rockland; and two
nephews, Robert and Maurice—
children of Mr. Dyer's deceased
sister, Marion.
The tragedy was a sad blow to
Mr. Dyers friends and the little
community which knew him so
Intimately will greatly miss a man
whofce life was filled with kind
and thoughtful deeds. The chil
dren will especially miss him be
cause of his unfailing kindness to
' all of them.
The funeral services will be held
I at the residence, Ash Point, this
| aiternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Charles
I A. Marstaller officiating. Burial
| at the Ash Point cemetery.

No Cause Assigned
For Suicide of St. George
Paving Cutter—Hung
Himself At Abandoned
Town Farm

The late Randall W. Dyer

was found by Arthur Brown, float
ing alongside his boat near the
Ash Point shore. Thinking that
it was a case of drowning, and
that life might not have become
extinct Mr. Brown sent to Rock
land for the Fire Department’s
resusatator.
Medical Examiner H. J. Weisman's investigation proved, how
ever, that death was due to a heart
attack which Mr. Dyer had suf
fered while pulling his lobster
traps, and the cause of death was
thus given.
The deceased was born at Ash
Point Nov. 7, 1891, son of Linwood
and Effie (Witham) Dyer. He was
THE
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of all kinds
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A week of tragic events in Knox
County had a new entry yesterday
with the discovery that Samuel M
Kallio, a St. George paving cutter
had committed suicide.
When Kallio failed to reappear
at his boarding place search was
made for him, the body being
found hanging from a rafter in
the barn adjoining the unoccupied
almshouse.
The discovery was
made by James Souetar, a care
taker, who was on one of hls regu
lar inspection tours.
Medical Examiner H. J. Weis
man, who investigated the case,
Judged that the man had been
dead since Saturday night. The
body was taken in charge by the
Thomaston undertaking concern of
A. D. Davis & Son.
Kallio had been a resident of
St. George the past 11 years. He
j had seemed in cheerful spirits when
he left the home of Mrs. August
j Elo. where he boarded. Saturday
night, and nobody seemed able to
account for his act.
He is survived by a daughter,
living in New York; a son living in
Massachusetts; and a brother Jack
who is in Port Chester, N. Y.
Russell Hewett of Fort McKinley
spent the weekend with his grand
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hew
ett, Camden street.
—
Your car must be inspected. Dec.
11 is the last day. Nilo.
138-139
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The Black Cat

Department of V. F. W. Accepts
Invitation of Local Post—Oliver Hamlin

General Chairman
Rockland is to have the next
Church Services—Vernon Giles
State Encampment of the Veterans and Fred O. Wooster,
of Foreign Wars, in June, 1941.
Music for Parade—Frank Young
This was made possible by the
efforts of Huntley-Hill Post which 1
bid for this encampment last June VT”
at Belfast. Oliver Hamlin, Nation
al Deputy Chief of Staff was ap
pointed general chairman of the
committee.
This encampment will, in the
opinion of the Post and Auxiliary,
be the best and largest ever held
in the 8tate. The last encampment
of the V. P. W in Rockland was in
June, 1936, when 2000 V. F. W.
members and their wives of the
Auxiliary attended. It is also hoped
that the citizens of Rockland will
do everything possible to make this
encampment the most enjoyable for
America's Overseas Veterans. A
complete program will be published
in an early issue.
The committees named by Gen
eral Chairman Hamlin to serve will
be:
Housing—Nathan Berliawsky and
Lawrence Hamlin.
Banquet—Nathan Berliawsky and
Past Commander Oliver It. Ilam
Frank McDonnell.
lin, instrumental in getting V.F.W
Ball—Lawrence Hamlin and May
State Encampment here.
nard Havener.
Registration—Vernon Giles, Jack
| Entertainments — Ralph Cline
Kennedy and Charles Hill.
Parade — Charles Hill. Edward McKuslck and David Pollock.
| Boat Rides — Lawrence Hamlin
Roack and Fred O' Horne.
Drum Corps — Geoige Leonard John Williams and David Pollock.
Encampment Tickets for Grand
and Dan Noonan.
Cootie Program—Albert Brickley, Prize—Percy McKuslck. James War
Charles Hill, George Leonard and den, Andrew Boynton and Fred O,
J. Horne.
Andrew Boynton.

MAKING READY FOR DRIVE
An Active and Patriotic Committee
Assigned To the Red Cross Drive
The Knox County Chapter of the which should be straightened out.
The Chapter heads up the drive
American Red Cross is marshaling
its forces for the annual drive, but it is well to remember that
every individual in the community
which will begin immediately.
At a meeting held in the Com is the one who derives the ultimate
munity Building last night the un benfit.
dertaking was placed ln the hands
Colby graduates and friends in
of the following committee:
Captain Keryn ap Rice, chair Rcckland, Camden, Thomaston and
man; D Robert McCarty, Harold Warren will- be Interested in a
F. Leach, Maurice F. Lovejoy, H. planned visit of Colby's coach Al
P. Blodgett, A. W. Gregory. L. E. McCoy and Dean Marriner to
Jones, Elmer C. Davis and Horatio Rockland Dec 4 when Coach McG. Cowan.
j Coy will show motion pictures of
This committee will proceed at the 1949 State series and a Colby
once to canvass the business houses get-to-gether will be in order. The
and to collect the Initial gifts. The I plan is for a supper for the alumni
general canvass for memberships with friends coming in afterward.
will await its turn, it being the High School students and teachers
Chapter's intention, rather, to at I are especially welcome. Details will
tend to certain specific matters ' appear later.

THURSDAY—ONE DAY ONLY
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON

EveyHti wg Tiny Touch Turn) lo Mij/C/

(By The Roving Reporter)

In company with Bob Webster
I visited the Bangor airport Sun
day afternoon and had an oppor
tunity to note the progress the
War Department is making there
after four consecutive days of
heavy raid the big field presented
a sorry looking mess, and very little
work was being done at the mo
ment. The airport will not be as
large as the one we saw under
construction at Penfield, N. B., a
few weeks ago. but has great pos
sibilities,and it is doubtful if there
will be many better airports in
the New England area. Hundreds
of motorists were visiting the
scene.
A member of the Courier-Oazette's business staff reported for
duty yesterday morning with one
of his fingers flatter and blacker
than nature ever intended it to be.
A good bookkeeper is seldom a
good carpenter.

Tlte ingenuity which Editor Rob
bins of the Deer Isle Messenger
exercises in locating nature items
is decidedly praiseworthy. Here's
his latest;
This may give you an idea of how
cold It has been here, up to this
Tuesday afternoon. I went out to
let down the awning of my window
Just now, to shake out the water,
and there on the underside were
hundreds of big fat flies who had
crawled In there for-shelter. They
were very much alive too, although
a bit sluggish. It doesn’t have to be
so awful cold to kill a fly outdoors,
does it. or does it? Just as soon as I
finished writing this in comes A B.
Price from the Reach He was pick
ing violets yesterday The lawns
look Just as green as they ever did
and the ground has been hardened
by frost but a very few times, and
then to no depth at all. Well, we
had a good fall coming to us in
recompense for our late spring.

Assuming that many readers of
The Black Cat are also football fans
I know they will be Interested in
the All-Maine intercollegiate team
selected by “Beany" Stover, whose
sport column ln the Bath Times ls
one of the best in the State. Here
are hls selections: LE. Helin, Cobly;
LT. Daly, Colby; LO. Sabasteanskl,
Bowdoin; C, Austin. Bowdoin: RG.
Parmenter, Bates; RT, Baum,
Colby; RE. Stearns, Maine; QB.
Bell. Bowdoin; LH. Belliveau.
Bates; RH Bonzagni. Bowdoin; FB.
Haldane. Bowdoin. Being rather a
prounced admirer of the Bowdoin
team I fully agree with his back
field selections. My friend Milton
Griffin, with whom I saw most of
the games this season, is flrmiy of
the opinion that Belliveau, the
Bates left half ls the best Individual
player ln the State series.

A prominent member of the Knox
Bar has become a share-cropper,
or something ol the sort. Earlier
in the year somebody presented him
with the cutest little pig you ever
saw—less than a foot long, to be
statistical. The attorney fed the
little critter for about two weeks,
but knowing more about pigeons
than he did pips, he tired of the
Job and turned the porker over to
Merrill Brown a Megunticook Lake
caretaker, to be raised on shares.
Tiie little pig soon became a large
pig, and eventually a generous sized
hog, having absorbed all the gari bage saved by the lakeside resli dents. The half owner’s initials
being F A T." the hog Just natural! ly had to adapt himself to the sit
uation. The "sharing'' has taken
place and Frank's basement is said
i to have taken on the appearance of
One year ago: Maine’s sardine a Chicago packing house. Pork
pack was found to be the largest in [ steak, spare-ribs, sausage. Yuml
20 years—Charles M Richardson l Yuml
was nominated for mayor by the
Democrats.—M Eveline Burbank.
From Criehaven (H. J. McClure,
76. formerly of Rockland, died in correspondent) comes word that a
Northboro, Mass.
generous bouquet of garden flow
ers was picked there the other day.
Seldom that a small community Sweet peas, dahlias, marigolds and
like Ash Point figures in two snapdragons are the posies that
tragic events the same day. Sym thrive on November ocean air in
pathy goes to the bereaved ones. that Island community.

John Moulaison, returning Sun
day night from a motor trip to
Dover-Foxcroft, collided with a
Have Organized With
moose on Powerhouse Hill. Littta
Mrs. Elmer Trask As
damage was done to the auto
President—To Entertain mobile,, but the animal was lamed.
A preliminary meeting of the The accident was reported to State
Band Mothers of Rockland High (Patrolman Henry G. Roper, who
' called a warden to hunt for the In
School was held last night to or jured moose.
ganize a club that will help pro
mote the welfare of this -’rouo of
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
young musicians. The following
If I hid my Ufa to live Main
officers were elected: President
: would have made a rule to read aome
Mrs. Elmer Trask; vice p-csident, i poetry and llaten to some muato at
Mrs. Clara Calderwood; se retary. leant once a week. The loss of thaaa
la a loaa of happlnaaa, ChartM
Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell, treasurer, , tastes
Darwin
Mrs. Vance Norton.
Executive
AGNES
committee, Mrs. Ronald Lo"d, Mrs.
her In childhood—
H. J. Gerrlsh, Mrs. Albert Havener, i1 I Asawbright,
gentle thing.
Mrs. Golden Munroe.
Like the dawn of the morn.
Or the dews of the Spring;
It was voted to hold meetings the Thc
daisies and hare-bells
first Monday evening of every
Her playmates all day;
Herself
as light-hearted
mowh at 7.30 o'clock; beginning
And artlraa as they.
ln January.
I saw her again
On Dec. 9 the club will entertain
A fair girl ot eighteen.
glittering with graces
the band members and thelr fathers Fresh
Of mind and of mien.
at a party In the High School Her speech was all mualc;
Like moonlight she shone;
building. The following commit The
envy of many.
tees were appointed: Refreshments,
The glory of one.
Mrs. Albert Havener, Mrs. Clar Years years fleeted over— i
I stood at her foot;
ence Dorman. Mrs Ansel Wooster,
bud had grown blossom
Mrs. Edith Gregory. Entertainment The
The blossom was fruit.
A
dignified
mother,
Mrs. Hyman Lunt, Mrs. Harris
Her Infant she bore;
Cram, Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell.
And lookd. I thought, fairer

The Band Mothers
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Winter Hazards on Skiddy Highways
will soon be with us.
Whether your trip is for pleasure or for
business you can save money and insure
your safe arrival if you go by Train.
Fares are so low by Train now that al
most anyone can enjoy the luxury of rail
travel.
Your nearest agent will be glad to quote
you rates and schedules.
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SPECIAL

A benefit supper will be served
Friday at 6 o’clock, at Pleasant
Valley Grange hall on upper Talbot
avenue. The proceeds will be given
to the building fund for Owl's Head
Grange.

Than ever before.
I saw her once more—
Twas the day that she died:
Heaven's light was around her.
And Ood at her side;
No wants to distress her.
No fears to appal—
O then. I felt, then
She was fairest of all.

H F. Lyte

CHILDREN'S MATINEE
At 4.00 P. M.—10 CENTS

4 COMPLETE SHOWS 4
2.00, 4.00, 6.30, 8.30
AT USUAL PRICES

ELKS LADIES’ NIGHT
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20
This is the second in the winter series
of Ladies' Nights (two each month)
for members of the Elks Club and
their friends.
Special Entertainment. Decorations and Favors
Mrs. Adah Roberts, Chairman
138-139
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John In His Shirtsleeves

The Courier-Gazette Court At Wiscasset
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And lo, I am with you alway.
even unto the end of the world.
Amen —Mat. 28: 20

A Breathless Moment
Interview With Carl
Borgerson of Petroleum
Industries Committee

Defendants Win In Civil
Suits—Ten Indictments
Found

By
RUTH WARD

Defendants won in each of the
four cases which were tried to
gether in Lincoln County Superior
Court yesterday.
The case resulted from a collision
of automobiles at Damariscotta in
August of last year. McClure Day.
University of Maine senior, was
the defendant. Leroy Colby, owner
of one of the cars and Bernard
Caton, passenger in the Colby car
each had sought damages from
Day for personal injuries and the
fathers of Colby and Caton also
asked compensation for expense
-nd 1-ss o' services of their sons,
vfc** w?re tn’r****.
The ; nd Ju y which began its
delib
•'?- l-.-t Turf ay returned
10 irc'ic'n-crts. Fcur were secret.
Tlie fcUcwirg were made public:
Arlene Stll :hrn. Wiscasset, incest;
Ernest Bailey, Wiscasset, Incest;
John Martin Wilson, Jr., Noble
boro. cruelty to animals: Oeorge
Wheeler. Rockland, attempt to
break and enter; William Moisson,
Woolwich, breaking ar.d entering,
and Merton Swett. assault and
battery.

showed the boys he was still there
The members of the bowling
team making their first trip to
1 t‘le Alcatraz Island were royally
Rockland-Thomaston
entertained and wish to thank the
Locals Defeat Soldiers— members
of the Knox County Bat
Dardy Rackliffe’s Defense teries as well as Sgt. Jellison of
Battery H for their fine treatment,
The Fort McKinley-Thcmaston
which was appreciated by all.
and Rockland locals clashed at Sorry boys to have beaten you says
Fort McKinley over the weekend, Capt. Lawry." I'll have to give
the Soldiers losing to Captain Dardy a Court Martial for that
Lawry's team 141 pins. Rackliff J highscore. The summary:
carried oil the high honors. 558.
Thomaston and Rockland Locals
ar.d high single. 136. Sgt. Jellison [ —McKinney, 489; Wentworth, 412;
had high total and single for the Robbins. 457; Rackliff, 558; Lawry,
Soldiers.
465—2381.
The Knox County boys were
Fort McKinley Stars—F. Allen,
treated to a fine dinner and sup 413; Weaver, 461; Daniello. 425;
per by the boys of Battery E and Lt. Freeman, 453; Sgt. Jellison. 488
F. Although Dardy Rackliff was -2240.
threatened with confinement to
Thomaston and Rockland Locals
the guardhouse by Lt. Freeman for won seven points.
his double-strike, there were no
mishaps. Maynard Wentworth rolled
Karbout has all the vitamins for
his fourth game In 12 years and your motor. Nilo.
138-139

At Little Alcatraz

The Community
Bowling
League

The Kiwanis Club had a profit
able night Friday, when they won
five points in a match with Good
Gulf, winning the total by 120
pins. Lawrence Miller had 294 for
high total, and Herb Black had
105 for the high single.
The Coca Ccla boys won the
first string in a match with Old
Timers, and lost, the next two, the
Old Timers taktng four points.
Charles Lawry l»d high total with
278. and Freddie Orover s 104 was
high single. The scores.
Kiwanis <5) — Scarlott. 282;
Flanagan. 274; Miller. 294; Bar
nard. 282; Brackett, 2«5; total. 1377.
Oulf tOi—Payson, 225; Hallowell.
590; Murphy. 262; Black. 271;
Danielson. 249; total. 1257.
Old Timers (4)—R. Richardson.
243: Miller, 241; F. Richardson.
247; Benner, 270; Lawry. 276; total
1277.
Coca Cola ill—Oregory. 251;
M .lard. 241; Mitchell. 231; Orover,
274; Glidden. 256; total. 1256

,

Maine motorists, truckers, ga'r
line station operators and ethers
interested in highway tian'? it
tion paused for a "breathless m:ment" at 11 o'clock Friday mon
Nov. 15, in celebration of the d..
that the nation's annual gasoilm
tax bill passed the billlon-dollar
mark. Automobile clubs, trucking
associations and other highway
user groups in many sections of
the country co-operated in cele
bration of the event.
Delicious Unvarying Quality
“Last year the 'breathless mom
ent' fell on Dec. 15, but gasoline
tax collections have been acceler
ated greatly ln 1940 and the $1.000000DOO mark was reached one whole
month ahead of last year," said
Carl O. Borgerson .chairman of the
Knox Petroleum Industries Com
mittee. who co-operated in the
celebration of the event ln this
in their cwn cars. Two out of every I
State.
Here are the old timers of the National Bowling League, and. according to John Beaton, ycu should not
In explaining how the red-letter three families in the United States
own
automobiles
—
cncre
than
the
let
the
name of the team fool you as to their bowling ability. Front row. left to right: Francis Richardson,
Cuba has ruled' that all workers
day of the motorists has jumped
families owning their homes. Such Jchn Beaton. Russell Richardson. Second row: /Arnold Rogers. Lanscom Miller, Charles Benner.
shall receive full pay on the four
up a month on the calendar, Mr
-- ■
.............
■
- ■
national holidays whether they ]
Borgerson pointed to three factors families, besides contributing $10 of
truck
gasoline
taxes
hidden
in
the
a
.
1
I
Permanent
Savings.
work or not.
which have accelerated the speed
etc.. also
aisc
95,655.000
26 7':
of gasoline tax collections in 1940. cost of food, clothing? etc
Vear End Bills.
"First,' he said, “ is the Increase ln pay from $25 to $40 annually in
51.000.000
14.0';
the Federal gasoline tax, which be federal and state taxes on the gaso
Feels
That
Huntley-Hill
What
They
Will
Do
To
line used in thelr cars.
36.400.000
' Taxes,
9.7
came effective July 1 and will add
Square Should Have Been
Cheer the Country Na
"Maine motorists will make a
Insurance Premiums, •
about $55,000,000 to the nations
Re-dedicated On
9.3%
34.000,000
tional Prosperity Week
gasoline tax bill. Second, is the substantial contribution towards the
' Education. Travel and Charity,
Increase of 1.500.000 in motor vehicle billicn-dollar tax bill that creeps
Armistice
Day
Three hundred and slxty-five •
42
15,330.330
registrations over last year. That up on us a whole month ahead of
last year, Ironically crowding ahead
million dollars will be distributed to , Mortgage Interest,
Nov. 18
is a gain of five per cent. Third,
8.433.090
23
automobile and truck owners are of Thanksgiving on the calendar.
more than seven and one-half mil
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
“More than half of the car-own
5.955.033
1.4'
;
Unclassified,
using their cars about three per
lion
Christmas
Club
members
by
I would like to ask for space in
ing families in Maine have incomes
cent more than last year.
your paper to express my feelings approximatey 4800 banking and
1000% $365,000,000
'"The three factors of higher fed of less than $30 a week, studies by
in the manner of the Armistice savin? UJCHVUUUH3
the
federal
government
indicate.
institutions OHU
and UUiCI
other VI"
or-1J
eral gasoline tax rate, greater num
the
distribution
of „Christmas
,
„ ,
Day parade In Rockland. I under ganizations during the National!
ber of motor vehicles and greater For those families the gasoline tax
takes from one to two weeks in stand that the Legion has a pre Prosperity Week starting Monday. C!ub funds lhls >'ear NfW York
Individual use will increase the na
come. That is a momentous situ amble ar.d a Constitution; also Dec. 2. according to an estimate' State leads the other States with
tion's gasoline tax bill for If 10 by
that the Veterans of the World given out recently by Herbert F. j about $106,030,003: the estimates fcr
$130,000,000. a gain of 12 percent ation. Fittingly it was observed by
War who have answered the last Rawll. founder and president of Pennsylvania are $38,003,000: for
over last year. This will push the a 'billion dollar breathless mom
ent'."
roll call are honored on each Ar- Christmas Club, a corporation,' Massachusetts $33.003.033; for New
estimated total gasoline tax revenue
1 mistice Day. And that the Legion sponsors of National Prosperity j Jersey S26.OO3.OCO. New York's Met-----------------of the State and federal govern
K OF THF TOWN rededicated
Winslow - Holbrook Week. The total distribution for 1 ropolitan district will receive about
ments for the year to the breath TAI
IMIall VT lliEi IVfTlY iQqUare Seheflel<j-Whlte Park and 1940 is about 4'2% in excess cf 1930. 763.033.00 The Bank of America
taking total of $1,162,033,000
The City Government last night , Wa!ter H Butler Square,
The average distribution per mem-1 N. T and S A in California will
‘•Gasoline taxes are paid by the passed the annual salary resolve.
Mv brother Henry D. Hill was
people of Maine and other States carrying a total of $34,745. Well .killed in action on French soil in ber amounts of $48.50 as against 1 distribute $16,000,000 to 250 000
in two ways. First, the average earned increases were granted to the World War and Burleigh Hunt- $48 80 for 1939. The estimates are 1 members The Bank of the Manfamily pays more than $10 in high City Treasurer Morey. City Clerk (ley who died ln pran^. have a based on a substantial number of j hattan Company has $4,830,033 for
reports received from institutions 190,000 members enrolled at 49 offices
er costs of food, clothing and other 1 Keene and the permanent firemen.
square named in their honor, at operating the Christmas Club plan ' m greater New York The Seanecessities because of the gasoline I James Gray, Oliver B Brcwn. I
’ « * •>«
the junction of Water gnd Ocean in different sections of the country. 1 men's Bank for Savings in New
taxes paid ln operating trucks to j James Smith, Percy Dinsmore and
NOVEMBER
18-23
'4
streets. And the VF.W. Post was
Based upon recent reports from I York City has an approximate total
move goods to meet the needs of 1 Lewis Phillips.
named in their honor.
of $2.450000: The Dime Savings
individual
Christmas
Club
mem

American families. Virtually every
Harry Brown, who has been the I Commander Albert J. Brickley bers and applying these reports to Bank of Brooklyn $1,300,000; Tne
thing used by a family moves part
Fidelity Union Trust Company and
or all of its Journey ln trucks over H P Cummings Co. foreman cn! of Huntley-HiU Post asked the the entire distribution for 1940. the
.
chairman of the parade ln due estimated fund of $365,000.00000 will the Howard Savings Institution,
SHREDDED
the highways. Second, American 1 the Masonic Temple construction.'
,
time
to
dedicate
the
square
in
both
cf
Newark.
N
J.,
and
the
Trust
families pay taxes on gasoline used has gone to Ware, Mass, where he ;' honor of these two Overseas vet- be used by the recipients approxi
RALSTONS
Company of New Jersey in Jersey
PKG
mately as follows:
will have charge of the building
City
each
have
a
sum
approximat|
erans,
but
acoording
to
reports,
Christmas
Purchases.
work. He is succeeded here by Mil| after a meeting of the parade com32.4% $118,260,000 ing $1,250,000.
ton E. Wood of Rochester. N. H.
NATION-WIDE
upon whose able shoulders devolves ,j mittee they declined to do the
BLUE
NEW
same
I.
as
a
brother
of
Henry
the duty of completing the fine j
COFFEE BAG
D.
Hill,
feel
that
a
great
wrong
structure.
____
was done to my family and myself,
Visitors at Fort McKinley were because the Legion would not reCHEF BOY-AR-DEE
treated to the fire drill of the Fort dedicate this square after being
and
A
department Sunday.
The first asked to do so. I hope in the
MEAT BALLS X CANS 25
Company to answer the cal! was future that all World War Veterans
good old Batter)’ F, in charge of 1st will be shown the same accord and
Sgt. Fred C. Libby, followed by Bat respect to wheih they and thelr
STOKELY'S-SHORTCAKE
tery E in charge of 1st Sgt. Herbert family are justly due.
NOS’*:
PEACHES F"S°NE
Day. As both are members of their
Percy Hill
435 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND. ME. |
CAN 25<
Just the thing for winter departments at home they were
16 James street, Rockland.
(Opposite
Perry
’
s
Market)
driving. You'll find they right at home. The fire proved to
POULTRY SEASONING
have no equal in hard go- be a chimney fire at one of the GLEN COVE
NATION-WIDE—ASSORTED FLAVORS
barracks.
____
Mrs. Ashton Alley was guest for ,
ing!
GELATINE
PKGS
National Grange Sunday was ob- 'a week of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
served by the attendance of 100, Farley. Mrs. Far’.ev and sons are
BOYS’ HOODED
MEN S HEAVY .ALL WOOL
$8.55 Grangers of Llmerock Valley Po-. now visiting Mrs. Alley ln JonesPKGS
5.50-16,
DOUBLE BREASTED
mROMED ARY—CANDIED
mona, Its subordinates, and Juve-1 port.
NAVY BLUE
ORANGE
9.95 nlles Nos. 71 and 72. Services were Twelve members cf Penobscot
EDI IITC CITRON - OR
ANGE
A
6.00-16,
ZIPPER HOOD
LEMON - MIXED FRUIT
X PKGS |TC
View
Grange
attended
church
serv

held
at
the
Congregational
Church,
EXTRA HEAVY ALL WOOL
11.75
6.50-16,
ices
in
observance
of
National
the service being dedicated to the
PLAID
EXCELLENT
11.75 Grange. Rev. Corwin H. Olds spoke Orange Sunday at the Congrega-1
7.00-16,
WELCH'S
of the Orange as a leader in home, tional C'rifitch in Rockland.
LINING
VALUE
8.85 church and country, as united as Mrs. Angie Tibbetts was dinner I
5.25-17
no other organization today. His guest Thursday cf Mrs. Charles J
9.45 topic "Fields Perpetually White" Hare.
5.50-17,
HEAVY ALL WOOL
ONE QUART BOT 44c
Peter McKinnon of Brooklyn, N
symbolic of the teachings of
BUFFALO PLAID
9.75 was
6.00-17,
ONE PINT BOT
Y.,
has
been
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs
i
this order. Mr. and Mrs. Olds are
il
’
2,
52OHIC.OUS
8.45 members of Orient Orange.
5.25-18,
Thcmas Farley.
BOTH
IptML* '
FOR
■tuanu
4.75-19,
7.65
HEAVY ALL WOOL
.iivatitliU
RED AND BLACK PLAID
5.00-20,
7.85
RED AND BLACK
FULL DOUBLE BACK
ALso Green and Blark
4.50-21,
6.95
WITH CAME POCKETS
GOLD FLAKE
Blue & Black; Gray A Blark
32 INCH
5.25-21,
8.75
21&25c
PEANUT BUTTER
VERY
$3.27
MOUNTED FREE
SPECIAL
WITH
For Your Convenience—As Last Year—
ZIPPER
GOLDEN GLOBE
ALSO GREEN AND BLACK

SALADA

I

TEA

A Veteran s Drotner

Christmas Clubs

(ROUND'UP)

YESTERDAY

f 5C

LB 19c

SUPER-TRACTION

conomy

E

SNOW-TRED

________ CLOTHES SHOP

TIRES

SPAGHETTI

■

BELL'S

Mail Orders Filled

We Pay Postage

MACKINAW

MACKINAW

I7«

f

2

rKUII)

487

CRAPE JUICE

HUNTER’S
COATS

-OCCURS ASSORTMENT

HUNTER’S
SHIRTS

lc
45«

33

1 jo \

NOTICE TO GARAGES AND FILLING
STATIONS

DIAMOND

ZERONE

MEN'S ALL WOOL DOUBLE BREASTED

PLAID MACKINAWS,

May be obtained at the

Need

CASH?

Waldoboro Garage Co. Station, Rockland
R. I. MITCHELL, INC., Auburn, Me.
134-136

Get a

HEAVY FLEECE LINED—BETTER GRADE

UNION SUITS, better grade,

RIBBED UNION SUITS,
FALL AND WINTER WEIGHT
LONG SLEEVES. LONG LEGS

USED TRUCK SALE

LOAN \
A

—

YOU CONTROL TMt COST—You set
your own payments and pay only

for the days you use the cash.
YOU BORROW "ON YOUR OWN"

We make loans on just your sig
nature—$25 to $250 or more.

For a Personal Loan Write THF.

Tinsonalfinance

co.

MARTIN I. RIFI^
LY, Mgr. Room No.
201, Floor N o. 2,
Kresge Bldg. Phone
1155, 241 Water St.
Augusta, Me. Smalt
Statute License No. 1.
rs 3% on unpaid monthly
es up to $150: 2li%
Jy on balances above.

1938 Ford. 11/2 ton. 132” wheelbase .... $350.
1937 Chevie, 11/2 ton, hydraulic dump .... $395.
1937 Ford, i/2 ton. stake body, as is....... $150.
1931 Model A Ford, make good tractor ... $ 50.
1934 Federal, short wheelbase............... $195.
I Original Tires, Good)

PLAID LINED

HEAVY OVERALL FROCKS,
OVER 25 PERCENT WOOL LININO
HEAVY WOOL—RED STRIPE TOPS

HUNTERS’ SOX,
HEAVY ALL WOOU-PLAID LINED

1939 International. 11/2 to 2 tons............ $795.

ZIPPER POCKET—BLUE. GREEN, MAROON
$4.00 VALUE

(Overhauled. Good Truck for Pulp or Long Lumber)

(Heavy Duty, Very Clean, Excellent Shape)

LGE SIZE
BOXES

3

RICE

67c

MACK MOTOR TRUCK CO.
TEL. 1178

SHAKER SWEATERS, blue,

PKGS

I9<

25c

THREE CROW

GORTON-PEW

VANILLA

CODFISH CAKES

IT IS PURE

8 OZ
BOT

27c

2

CANS

23c

4 "JA

|. / 3

39c

3ANQUET-MAINE PACK

PEAS

2

SWEET - TENDER

CANS

25«

3cna°n2s25c

TOMATOES

LARGE
TUBES

TOOTH PASTE
....

1.67

OXYDOL

SELL COW

3LUE RIBBON

ZIPPER JACKETS,
HEAVY. ALL WOOL

ROCKLAND. ME.

94c

MATCHES

SPLENDID-FANCY

FLANNEL PLAID SHIRTS,

1934 Chevie, long wheelbase, fair shape ... $150.
1936 Chevie, 11/2 ton pickup................. $150.
1936 International, a 10-wheeler............ $795.

116 PARK ST.

5.87

|9c

2’

YELLOW

WORTH MUCH MORE

FALL CLEAN-UP
Z\T flwwitaf your loan is tailormade to fit your needs.

POP CORN

19c

2sXLl7c
2L™T37c

V.

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS
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TALK OF THE TOWN Tom Gets His Deer
Nothing Like Persever
ance and a Wedding Anni
versary—A Lucky Party
Wve °f Kn0X County's mighty
nimrods Came out of the Wilds of
Wesley Saturday night with four
good sized bucks and a doe to
prove that a week of stormy
weather had no terrors for them
in the big woods. Each member
of the party got a deer—even Tom
Chisholm, who has come home
empty handed so many years that
it had come to be traditional.
But this particular day happened
to be his 23d wedding anniversary,
and far from the home fireside he
determined to do something des
perate.
And when he finally
,
’
J
0
’
’
^^"’
L^eaut.
'
Amerlra
'
brought
down
a buck with the first
the Beautiful, by the Grammar and
shot, he discharged enough lead
Intermediate schools.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Dav
into the recumbent form to supply
Nov. 28 Jimmie and Dick’s new
Radio Show at Community Building one of Europe's warring armies.
Dec 3 Annual banquet of Rock
Likewise he set up lusty shouts
land Fire Department.
Dec. 5 — Thomaston — Federated which finally brought the other
Church Christmas fair
1 members of the party to explain
Dec. 5-6 Senior Clasi Play Footwhat he should do with the deer
Loose" at Rockland High School
Dec 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets j now that he had it.
with Evening Star Grange, Washing
ton
The other members of the party
Dec 8—Knox County Ministerial i were Henry Bickmore, Maynard
Ass’n meets at Federated Church.
i Thomas, Albert Orff of Cushing
Thomaston.
Dec. 25--Christmas Day.
j and Ardrey Orff. Bickmore's prize
j was a buck weighing 165 pounds.
Harold B. Kaler has bought the
The quintet did their own cook
8knmo;is house at 132 Limerock ing and housekeeping, an almost
street, and after repairs are made, daily feature of the menu being
will occupy it next Spring.
deer liver and bacon.
And did those boys have good
Those consistent favorites Jimmie ! appetites!
and Dick” will be at Community
Building. Thanksgiving. Nov. 28,
There will be a special meeting of
afternoon and evening with many Rockland Lodge, F.A.M., tonight at
added attractions.
the hall of Knox Lodge. South
Thomaston, with work in the En
The whereabouts of Alzada Paul tered Apprentice degree.
ine Young's head, the one portion of
the dismembered body not found
More Talk of The Town on Page 2
by the authorities, may remain for
ever a mystery. Repeated drag
Wallace Vinal was in Municipal
ging. supplemented by the work of Court yesterday morning, charged
a diver, failed to reveal the grue with breaking and entering the
some object off Atlantic wharf, Coca Cola plant on New County
where the girl's stepfather, John road last June 4, when 192 bottles
B Phelps told the officers he had of Coca Cola were taken, valued
thrown lt. The search has been »t 110.74. He pleaded "guilty" and
discontinued, and meantime Phe’.ps was sentenced to the State School
is a prisoner in the County Jail. | for Beys ln South Windham. The
awaiting action by the February sentence was suspended, and he
term of Superior Court.
was placed on probation for two
years.

Nov. 18 - Camden - Musical entertalnment at Opera House, benefit
Milk Fund.
Nov 20 Ladles Night at Elks Heine.
Nov. 20—Junior Rubinstein Club
meets at East Room. Community
Building.
Nov 21—Waldoboro—Donation Day
at Llocnln Home
Nov. 21—Camden Outing Club ban
quet at Masonic halt
Nov 22 -Camden—Donation Day at
Community Hospital.
Nov 22 —North Haven
Entertain
ment at Orange Hall.
Nov. 22—Woman’s Educational Club
meets with Miss Marlon Weidman,
Rockport.
Nov. 23—Warren—Special town meet
ing.
Nov. 26 Thanksgiving Tea at Home
for Aged Women
Nov. 26-27—Rockport—Senior class
play "Uncle Tom’s Cabin” at Town

Alice Bohn was devotional leader
of the Senior Y.P.C.U. meeting
j Sunday evening at the Universalist
j Church. She was assisted by sev
eral members. Raymond Bowden, a
member of the Rockland High
School faculty, was the speaker His
subject was "Thc Foreign Situation
or Pot Pourrl.” His talk was en
thusiastically received by the
DON'T DELAY! BUY NOW!
union members. The union appre
WHILE THE SELECTION IS
ciates immensely his willingness to
COMPLETE’.
speak. Next Sunday lt ls planned
to have an Induction ceremony for
We have the largest-ever as
new members and new officers. The
sortment of Personal Christmas
next party is being planned for the
Cards at this cffice, priced at
29th—a joint initiation of new mem
only—
bers and a dance.

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
AND FOLDERS

20 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
50 for $1.00

BORN
Terrlo At Rockland. Nov 12. to Mr
and Mrs. Joseph A. Terrlo. a son—Joiepli Albert
Spear--At Little Nursing Home, Wal
doboro Nov. 17. to Mr and Mrs Her
bert Spear ol North Nobleboro. a
daughter
Beal At Rockland. Nov 18. to Mr
and Mr- Shirley F Beal I Beatrice
Pinkham). a daughter—Barbara Shir
ley.
<
Wooster At Rockland. Nov. 18. to
Mr and Mrs. Carl A Wooster, twin
daughters Mary Louise and Marlon
Lucille.
Roper At Knox Hospital, Noy. 18
to Mr and Mrs H Oil Roper (Alice
Flanagan), a son—Thomas Judson.

All one design—or assorted
and the better class of cards at
prices exceptionally low!

These Prices Include Name
Printed on Each Card
Smarter than ever . . . and yet
... for all their warm cheer . . .
quality papers and matching en
velopes . . . they come to you
smartly boxrd at 50 for $1.00 anl
up. Postage 10 cents extra.

Don't wait! Come now while
the selection is large. Samples
on display only at—

MARRIED

1

i
I
I

The
Courier-Gazette
I

Walter-Colburn At Rockland. Nov
18. Alvin Dexter Walter of Friend
ship and Dorothy May Colburn J8
Rockland —By E. R Keene. J. P
Gow-Wales—At Kennebunk, Nov 8
George William Gow. Jr., of Rockland
and Miss Pearl Rose Wales of Port
land
Gregory-Spear—At Glen Cove, Nov.
16. Robert B Gregory of Glen Cove
and Oladys Viola Spear of Cushing
Rev J Charles MacDonald
laint llunran At Rockland. Nov 14.
Frank S Lunt of Thomaston and Mra.
Edith Duncan of Olen Cove.—By Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald

A Rousing Sendoff
Is In Preparation For
Volunteers Who Go To
Join the Peacetime Army
When John R. Moulaison and
Michael Arico leave Friday morn
ing for the Induction Center in
Bangor, they will receive a rousing
sendoff by their friends and citi
zens cf Rockland.
A parade
through Main street, led by the
Sons of American Legion Drum
Corps, will escort them to the bus
a: Rock'and Hotel. The line of
march Will form at 10.45, in front
of the Draft Registration office, and
will include members of the draft
board, Appeal Officer Jerome Bur
rows. and everybody else who
wishes to join.
If The Courier-Gazette hears
correctly it will be no “weepy” af
fair. Instead it is qnile possible
that friends of these two popular
volunteers may attempt some larks
at their expense. This in spite of
Moulalscns admonition: "Don’t you
dare!”
Tonight the two boys vjill be
honored at a dinner, given hy
members of the Elks, both being
members of that organization.

Miss Ruth Lenfest, a graduate of
Ballard Business School in the
class of 1939, has a position in the
office of Hughes Woolen Mill in
Camden.

Our Grange Corner

Beano at the Elks every Friday
A DIVIDEND DECLARED
dends are in arrears. Checks for
129-tf
The directors of New England1 the dividend will be mailed Dec, night
Public Service Company, Nov. 15,1
194,3 to stockholders cf record
declared a dividend on the prior cf Ncv
lg40 on the following
lien preferred stocks of that com
pany equal to one-half of a full;basls: 75 cents
ihare 0,1 thc
quarterly dividend, payable Dec.' prior lien preferred stock. $6 divlft
16, to stockholders cf record of dend series, and 87H cents per
Nov. 30, 1943.
| share on the prior lien preferred FIGHT MISERY right where'
you feel lt-wlth swift-acting
This dividend is applicab’e to the ! s'.cck $7 dividend series.
quarter ended Dec. 15, 1932, being----------------—
VICKS VAPORUB
the first quarter for which diviNilo sells Esso gas and oil. 138-139

COLDS-

J. A. (Allie) Burpee, still a pa
tient at Knox Hospital, is able to
be about a short time each day,
ind his condition ls improving.
He will be able to return home
soon.

Stewart Pollard who became
The Courier-Gazette's war corres
pondent at Fort McKinley (Little
Al-atrazi after Charles M Lawry's
retirement from the service, is at
Knox Ho'pital receiving treat
ment for glandular trouble.

North Haven Grange observed
Orange Sunday, Nov. 17. with 33
members present at church. The
Grange is sponsoring an enter
tainment and dance Friday at the
Orange hall. The entertalr.mert
will consist of short skits, mono
Earl Davis, Jr., of this city and logues. and special music. One of
Oswald Stetson of Thcmaston were the skits entitled "The Census
taken to the Mens Reformatory' Taker," Is beir.g presented for a
at South Windham Sunday by second time due to popular de
.herlff C. Earle Ludwick. having mand.
Grange members will be interbcen sentenced to that institution
by Justice Emery of Superior jwsted to know that a class of 16
will receive the first and second
Court.
degrees at North Haven Orange
J. E Stevens will Thursday nlgnt Saturday, three others will be re
attend thc 75th anniversary of instated as Grange members at
Lewiston Commandery In his ca thet time. Grange begins now at
pacity of Grand High Priest, on 7.30 p. m.
Dec. 3 he will officially inspect the
The Kiwanis Club last night was
Chapter at Auburn; on Dec. 5 at
tend convccation of the Grand addressed by T. A. Winslow of The
Mrs. Daniel Paulitz is substitut Chapter cf Pennsylvania at Phila Courier-Gazette, who spoke before
ing at McLain building for Mrs delphia. and on Dec. 10 will attend that organization for the seventh
Maude Comins.
the annual convocation of the Orand time. His new lecture ''Climbing
Chapter of Massachusetts at Boston. Skyward" was presented.
The local banks will observe two
"Pard” Kenyon, vice president,
Thanksgiving Days this year, clos
Frequenters of the waterfront
ing Thursday, and again Nov. 27. had a look-see over the weekend will have charge of the Lions
at two lake steamers which made meeting tomorrow, and the club
The new city directories compiled harbor here after coming up ls so fortunate as to again have
by the H. A. Manning Company, through the St. Lawrence River. the speaking services of Rev. Cor
are being distributed. Gosh! What The craft were the Mackinaw. Capt. win H. Olds. The "roughneck’’
would we do without one?
J. H. Gall8gher; and the St. table will demonstrate that it Is
Ignace. Capt. Louis Strahn. both not an all-ministerial affair, how
Not to every man is given the
in the service of the Army quarter ever.
privilege of becoming twice a grand
master’s department. They docked
father in a week, but such is the
How about those eight theologi
case of City Electrician O. E. Pink at a Southend wharf and attrac cal students, "conscientious objec
ted much attention.
ham. On Armistice Day daughter
tors' who are sentenced to Federal
Winifred, now Mrs. Edward C. Syl
Wilbur S. Cross, sons Clifton. prison? Is such sentence Just?
vester became the mother of I Raymond ar.d William, and Sey Educational Club forum Friday.
daughter and on Nov. 18 a daugh mour Cameron returned Saturday Miss Marion Weidman, hostess. In
ter was born to Mr. and Mrs. Shir
from the "big woods” of upper addition to speakers' names, with
ley Beal (Beatrice Pinkhami.
Waldo County, where they sought held. the well known artist. Ed
win L. Brown, will show a group of
At the Sea Sfout meeting at the deer under the most unfavorable his paintings and speak on "Mod
conditions
that
the
present
Fall
Engine Hcuse Friday night the boys
Continued rains ernistic Art.” Rev. C. V. Over
met Oscar E. Wishman, who is be has offered.
brought the lowlands into near man of Rockport Baptist Church,
ing urged to accept the position of
speaks on "Spiritual Values in this
skipper.
During the “Skipper’s freshet conditions and when the recent campaign." Discussion: How
bold
hunters
reassembled
at
camp
Minute” he gave a talk on “Co-oper
great is the Nazi peril here? and
ation and Discipline.'' Crew Leader in the night it is hard to say which what to do?
was wetter, they or the brooks. A
Instructed with the aid of black
board diagrams, a class in “Boats "skunking" was escaped when Clif
and Boat Handling.” This was foi ton brought down a doe. In spite
lowed by a question period (True of thelr tribulations the quintet
had an enjoyable outing, with
or False! on the compass and con
headquarters at the Ludwick Camp,
stellations.
which was rechristened "FortyE. C .Moran, Jr., is to be guest Second Street and Broadway."
speaker before the Camden-RcckThe Baptist Men's League has
port Lions Club tonight—his first
public talk since he completed duties a'distinguished speaker Thursday;
with the U. S. Maritime Commis night in the person of iProf. Her
sion and came back home to re oert Carlyle Libby of Colby Col
engage in the Insurance business. lege. who will bring a vital mes
District Governor Niehoff of Water sage under the title "The Pillars
vllle ls to be present, together with of Our Democracy.” Here, in one
the presidents and secretaries of of the few sections of the globe
all the Lions Clubs in this zone which remain peaceful, everybody
Members of the Rockland Club, is keen to know what ls going on.
wishing to make up a meeting will and what may be in store for those
appreciate this excellent oppor who would remain peaceful. Prof.
Libby, who has addressed the
tunity.
League in former years, has made
Miss Corbett the city matron, an intensive study of political eco
says there are a number of indigent nomics. with particular reference
aged people who would appreciate to the situation abroad, and what
at this time, a little remembrance he has to say should carry great
of a Thanksgiving basket—not the weight. Supper will be served at
heavily filled kind, but a basket of 630—a good one. as usual—and the
mixed fruit, nuts, candy or a lecture will begin at 7.30. It ls an
chicken—something unusual. Por excellent opportunity for members
these old people, who even if they to have guests.
receive the old age pension leaves
Vesper A. Leach Thrift Sale, due
them nothing for extras. Some who
received these baskets last year to bad weather, will be continued
have passed on. others, the Darby the rest of this week.—adv.
has gone and left Joan and Joan
has gone and left Darby. A little
lonesome. Miss Corbett will be
pleased to give the address to any
SPEAR HALL, TONIGHT. 7.30
one who really cares to leave a
basket at the address given. Phone Free Chicken Dinner. Merchandise
value 32. Double Blanket and Eight
663-M
Surprise Packages.
139'lt

CLEAN, CLOSE SHAVES

IN 90 SECONDS*

DUAL Sll AVER
has the Remington Dual become Lhe leading
electric shaver in the country overnight? Simply be
cause two cutting heads are better than one—and twice
as fast! Try it yourself, today! You’ll be amazed at how
easily, smoothly and quickly the Remington Dual cuts
the toughest beard clean and close. That’s because it’s
the only electric shaver having 360 double-edged cutting
blades with 109% more cutting length than any other
HY

W
AC-DC with cord and
headguard in tan cow
hide grain case.

*15”

shaver. Why not stop in for a free demonstration—
and find out what modern shaving comfort is really like?
>■*
*In impartial, nation-uriu tcaU, conducted by thc I . S,
Ta'ini Co., m,n with ell kinds t/ bcortfa jU clean,
close shares uith lhe Dual in as little as 90 seconds!

cx«tetc'«

BINGO

DIED

Dyer At Ash Point. Nov. 16. Ran
dall W. Dyer aged 49 years. Funeral
Tuesday at 2 p m from the home tn
~
Interment at Ash Point
If the party who hauled away hay | cemetery.
Rev. C. A. Marsteller offlfrom the Norman Lermond place will clatlng.
____________
______
Earle At Hyde Park. Mass . Nov. 19.
immediately_____
remit
the_______________
amount due
,u———in
tat irIin'I
May Wo (1 wife of George W Earle
therefor to H. O. It,..
Box .,85, Rorklanl. Funer'sl Wcdnesdav at 3 o’clock In
Me., it will save him trouble and ; Hyde Park Burial Thursday afterevnense
lid'Id!) 1 noon In Achorn cemetery,
expense.
too toa
Young-At Camden. Nov 17. Walter
■
■
■■ 1 N Young, aged 58 years. 10’months, 1
day. Funeral Wednesday at 1 o’clock
from 4 Trim street. Interment in
Palermo.

NOTICE!

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Furs; Burdell’s Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
School street, Rockland.
107-tf

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Stuart C. Burgess, attorney at
law. announces the opening of his
new offices in the First National
Bank building, 417 Main street,
telephone 416. Rcckiand.
133,134,136 & 139

BEANO

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

TONIGHT

LEGION HALL
7.30 o’clock
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
124Ttf

DANCING
Every Wed.
AT

GLEN
COVE

;7Ttt

'overs,

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
139-143

DON AMECHE

CARMEN MIRANDA

“DOWN ARGENTINE
WAY”

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

(filmed entirely in Terhnieolorl
20th Century-Fox’s gala musical
extravaganza
THURS.-FRL, NOV. 21-22

Music By

NO SWEETER WAY

There is no medium for
expressing regard to com
pare with the eloquent lan
guage of Flowers. And the
opportunity for sending a
thoughtful Flower mes
sage ls somewhere back in
your mind this minute!
Think — who would be
made happier by receiving
your Floral-expressed sen
timents right now? Just
give us the address!

TUES.-WED., NOV. 19-20
BETTY C.RABLE
in

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES

With

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

“THE RAMPARTS
WE WATCH”
A new kind of feature picture
produced by the editors of Time
and Life and the staff of The
March of Time. Distributed by
RKO Radio Pictures.
The nationwide publicity which
this film has received renders It
unnecessary for us to explain
it further. However, it must also
be mentioned that to the picture
has now been added the Naziproduced film "Baptism of Fire."
(Originally produced, accord
ing to Commentator H. V. Kaltenoorn, to inspire terror and
dread in the prospective victims
of German aggression).

Ambulance Servici
• • •

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.

TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

1941

We present a film heralded by
New York papers as “A Mitst
For Every American."

Joining: “Northwest Mounted

P dice.”

CLUBS MAY BE OPENED
AT ANY TIME
CLASSES

.25
.50
$1.00
2.00
5.00

Per Week
Per Week
Per Week
Per Week
Per Week

FIRST PAYMENT DUE
WEEK OF DECEMBER 2

1940

JOIN

CLUB CLOSES

THE 1941

NOVEMBER 20

Christmas
Club

PAYMENT WILL BE MADE
ON DECEMBER
2
I » (- ,

NOW

t

I

»

JOIN THE NEW

1941 CLUB

NOW!

Cail At Our Bank Or Branches

And Ask For Details
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Every-Other-Dav

chairman, assisted toy
Stenger, Mrs. Ida Stahl,
Crowell, Mrs. Sarah Lash. Mrs.
A A A A
Rose Weston, Mrs Ethel Ludwig
a aa
How They Are Faring At
and Mrs. Maude Clark Oay.
MRS. LOUISE M3IJJ38
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Mrs. Annie Thompson will at- |
Correspondent
tend tonight a meeting of the LinOur
Staff Correspondent
ftftftft
I , coin County Postmaster's Associa
Fall certainly is here. Wednesday
Tel. 27
tion at Boothbay Center.
saw Glenn Smith. William Daniello,
Charles Sprague and family have
Private Clifton Scott of Ft. Me- moved from thelr home on the
Alton Brcwn, iHcward Young. Ger
Kinley spent the weekend at his West side of the river to an apartald Hibbbrt and Daniel Benner un
| ment in the Sanborn block.
home here.
der the supervision of Corp. Finley
Capt. Ralph Pollard has been Called to the. Colors
Allen raking the leaves around thc I
busy Ailing speaking engagements
Capt. Ralph Pollard, A. D. Gray.
I Post Theatre. Allen was making
recently which have taken him to Ralph Benner, Leland Orff. James
; "our prodigal son” Glenn Smith.
St. Stephen. N. B.. Canada; Bath. Wood and John Dvorak attended
demonstrate the proper method of
Damariscotta and Wiscasset.
the big send-off given Monday
raking leaves, according to Army ui
Robert Sheaff of Norwalk. Conn., morning in Wiscasset to Lincoln
LARGE 4-OUNCE HANK
' regulations.
xT.
is visiting his grandparents, Rev. I Countys only draftee to be inEffective
Nov.
10.
1st
Sgt.
Libby
is
and Mrs. Robert Sheaff.
j ducted into the service under the
I assigned to quarters 21-B. Well.
(1
Mr. anti Mrs. Carl Becker and first call, Charles Prescott of
that means he won’t be bellowing
son "Billy'’ of Portland have been i Whitefield.
at us quite so early in the morning
recent guests of Mrs. Becker's par- | An appropriate program was
Oeorge Huntley seemed to think
ents Mr. and Mrs. William Flint, j given
the Court House and a
1 that someone was a little hasty about
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Miller en- ' paradeWeaded by a band with
’ poking Sgt. James Smith in the eye
tertained Saturday night in honor Legionnaires from
surrounding
Oeorge says that they should have
of the birthday of Sumner Han- towns participating.
waited until he lost his stripes.
cock. Other guests beside the guest I Mr. Prescott is the son of Mr.
Nurse Wanted—Dawn King Is
of honor were Mr. and Mrs. Earle and Mrs. Pearl Preicott and is a
very much in need of a nurse. He
Spear. Mr. and Mrs. Richard graduate of Cony High School. Au
j is having a lot of difficulty in washOerry and Miss Joan Burnheimer. gust a.
j ing and dressing with hls broken
Supt. and Mrs. A. D. Gray at
j finger getting in the way. The
tended the Maddocks-Glenn wed TENANT’S HARBOR
other day when we were firing thf
ding Saturday at the Methodist
Mrs. Belle Anderson was pleas
big guns King's finger was broken
Church in Augusta, the bride, antly surprised by the members of
' with the rammer.
Miss Rachel Maddocks being a Naomi Chapter O.ES. after their
Sea-Oull Procter is suffering from
relative of Mrs. Gray.
meeting Friday night. The occa
1 a bad case of "mattress trouble”
Charles Rowe. Jr., is spending a sion was in celebration of her birthI since his eventful weekend.
week in Boston.
dy. for she has served faithfully
A certain little red-headed damsel
A roll-call supper will be held for years on all supper committees,
These men man the train that leaves Rorkland at 2.10 raeh afternoon, and present an impressive total of
Wednesday at the Baptist Church. also as a substitute officer. A 154 years of railroad service. From left to right they are: A. S. i.Allie) Atkins, the conductor, who has been | from Rockland seemed to be stuckon the road for 33 years, and is a Rorkland resident: Karl O'Brien of Rockland, who has been braking for the up Saturday when she refused to
Mis? Margaret Bennett of Rock
This lot only at this remarkable price
years; Seth Smith of Brunswick, who is engineer and one of the grevheads now running, with 47 years recognize three members pf Battery
land was weekend guest ol Miss "craky lunch" was served, after Lut
which the Worthy Matron Winifred in the cab: Ivor Neilsen of Portland, who has swung the coal scoop in the cab of Maine Central engines for 23 F on the road hitch-hiking.
Joan Burnheimer.
Last week we had target practice
Mrs Ervin Pinkham and chil Milne presented to Mrs. Anderson, years: Leo Chase of Rockland, who is baggagemaster. and has seen 28 years pass in railroad service.
Stock up for winter now!
with the six-tnch guns over at Fort
dren of Nobleboro were visitors a birthday cake and gift, as a token
Levitt. Naturally Battery F was far
heading the committee Hia iUl)-|RR0fln COVE
Sunday at the home of Mrs. Lila of the Chapters appreciation, for
which she graciously expressed her
ject was "Kalevala.' by Elias Lonen,
superior to Battery E. but don't let I
Following colors: Mark. Navy, White; three shades Red, Flag
Lovejoy.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McLain Jr.,
from which he read several pas
Sgt. Jacobson know that I said so; '
Neighbor’s Night was observed thanks.
Blue, two shades Brown, two shades Grey, Fern Green
Z\ A A A
Nacml Chapte/OES will observe
sages. He also read an original Miss Electa McLain, Rcbert McLain he might resent it
at Meenahga Grange Monday,
A A A A
of Portland and Miss Louise Mc
guest
officers
’
night
Dec.
6.
poem,
written
when
Finland
was
Sea-Gull Proctor may be the com
guests being members of Progres
ALENA L. STARRETT
Lain of Gorham were holiday
in the war. and which he had
manding officer in hls own estima
sive and Maple Granges. The
guests
of
thelr
parents,
Mr.
and
,
Correspondent
named "Bloody Tracks.”
first and second degrees were con MATINICUS
Mrs. Albert McLain. Mr and Mrs i tion, but he should co-ordinate his
ftftftft
These members of the Jolly Toll
ferred on five candidates. Supper
ideas with Col. Korn's.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Philbrook
ers 4-H Club gave an intimate folk McLain Jr., remaining for the
Tel 40
was served after the meeting.
We find that Den Rossnagel is a
of Bath who were married Nov. 2.
week.
dance. Edna Ranta. Eleanor Nel
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Small of spent the weekend with his mother
very poor correspondent. He even
Mrs
‘
C
arrie
Wallace
who
recently
Lewiston were guests Sunday of Mrs. Flora Philbrook. Mrs Vernon
A special town meeting will be son, Elaine Risteen. Sylvia Korpi closed her house for the Winter ’ goes on sick report for an excuse
Mrs. Gracia Libby.
called
Saturday at 2 o'clock, to nen Hilda Korpinen. Dagmar Pet- has taken an apartment ln Rock 1 for not writing. What you need,
Advertisement* ln this oolumn no
Philbrook was formerly Grace Wil
WHITE enameled Ice box tor ssle in
Mrs. Thomas Rvan of Hamilton. bur and had spent several Winters see if the town will vote to hire erson. Lily Peterson, Arlene Nelson.
j Don. is someone to write your let- to exreed three llnw ituered onoe foi good
condition. TEL 543-R or call st
land.
is rente three times for SO cents Ad
Mass., is visiting her daughter, here as nursf employed by the 81000 to complete the Junior High Helen Johnson Ellen Stein, Janet
| ters for you'ior do they).
130*141
ditional lines Ove cents each for one 77 Summer St
The
Patriotic
Club
met
Wednes

Linscott
and
Dorothy
Johnson
of
Mrs. Stanley Lenfest.
When we found ’ that Charlie time. 10 cents for three times. Flee
ONE modern white enamel gas stove
Matinicus Nursing Association. Mr School building or take any action
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Fred
Stahl.
day
sms!)
words
to
a
line
Georges River road. They were
for eale, good aa new. also dinette set
Wilbur Hilton has bought the Philbrook is employed in the Bath I regarding the same.
Mrs. Willis Hilton and daughter Lawry and his bowling team had
Bargain for quick sale 48 Talbot Ave .
Arnold Levensaler house on the Iron Works
I Miss Tfna McCallum will be coached by Mrs. John Lilja of Mrs Linwood Timberlake were missed the boat Saturday nigat
TEL 781-3
_______ 139 141
This
number
was
so
much
West side of the river.
„
,, _ .
’chairman of the committee from Union. ---------------- ------------------- hostesses recently at a sur- , there was a regular bee-hive of expark
Mrs.
Marion
Young
has
returned
,
he
BapUsl
t0
enjoyed
it
was
given
in
encore,
the
Merle Castner is on a weeks va
er for sale; iexcellent condition. VIRprise shower given for Mrs. Carl citement getting permission to keep
om a three weeks vWt in Bos- I suppw Thursday at the Montgom- music played nn
■«*""’<«"« »»
GIL L MOR.k
SE JR . North Waldcboro
on accordions
by
cation from his duties at Gay s from
Hilton at the Hilton Homestead the alleys open after taps. etc., beV-8 red. hub cap found on St
139*141
ton and New York.
store.
ery rooms. Mrs. Helen Borneman, James and John Dana of Thom- Followlng a social time a buffet | cause we understood that they Oeorge Rd Inquire at The Courier
EIGHT
young
geese
for
sale
MAU
Mrs.
Dorian
Ames
has
returned
Oaze;tc
________________________
139*141
recently elected president of the ' aston.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Knowles
would come over on the last boat.
RICE AHLHOLM Box 80. Warren
Miss Bertha Luce of Thomaston lunch was served. Mrs. Hilton reNOTICE
—
Is
hereby
given
ol
the
loss
and daughter. Nancy of Portland from Connecticut where she was circle has appointed these sup138*140
For ihe first time since we have of deposit book numbered 38642 and
eived many dainty gifts. Those
{
John H,ckson ofi bpfn up here the whole reglment ^
’0™; tf
du" { crawford range for sale, with
were weekend guests of Mrs. Bes Fuest °f her mother Mrs. Annette ;>er committee chairmen. Novem- played two violin aolos her accomKeighley.
oer.
Miss
Tena
McCallum;
DecernP»nist.
Mrs*
Ruth
Sanborn
of
J
N
obleboro
Mrs
McLaln
Mri
.
wa
, together at the parade Monday. Pplicate
llc“* in Accordance
I. grates^
accordance with the propi
_
.umngs and ooven O K O M
sie S. Kuhn.
of the State Law ROCKLAND ! CLARKE West Rockport ______ 139*141
cc an
er num
rs included
me u e
Castner, Mrs. Clyde Oenthner. | In Portland. It was certainly an im- vl«lon
Miss Mary Teel of Augusta spent ber. Mrs. Viola Durgin; January. 1 Rcckland.
Other
numbers
Lowell Wallace and family have
SAVINOS BANK Bv Edward J Helller, —FURNACES installed in your home
Treas. Nov 19 1940. Rockland Me
moved to the home which he re the we?ke.id with her mother Mrs Mrs Isa Teague; February. Mrs vocal selections by Eleanor Nelson Mlss Ida McLain and Mrs L. W ’ presslve sight.
i with a guarantee tc heat each rcom.
139*T-14S
No charge for estimates
Pipeless
Augusta Moon; March. Mrs. Avis and Helen Johnson of Georges Osier of Medomak. Mrs Fred Stahl 1 Until I am able to pay Sgt. Libby
cently
bought
from Charles I Velma Teel.
furnaces made to heat each room at
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson Norwood; April. Mrs. Martha Kai- River rcad and Dorothy Johnson. Miss Villa Stahl and Miss Cath- back the two-bits that I was forced
Sprague,
an even temperature P A CLARKE.
West Rockport. Tel 1318_______ 139*141
The Woman's Club committee of New Harbor wqge recent caUers loch Mav, Mrs. Laura Seavey; Helen Johnson, and Eleanor Nel erine McLain.
to borrow from him for boat fare
NATIVE fresh dreised Capons, while
June. Mrs. Grace Wyllie; July. son, their accompanist. Mrs Emma
in charge ol the Hope Chest dance here.
-----------------Sunday
night
I
shall
refrain
from
! they laat. average 7-10 lbs
TEI.
to be held in the High School au- I Mrs. Orris Philbrook has returned Mrs. Jennie Kenniston; August. Johnson. The six-piece community
HOUSEKEEPING
position
wanted
for
)
263-2.
______________ 139*141
Backgammon is beleieved to have , making comment* concerning him.
I e derlv cruple or one alone
Write 1 TWO fox hounds, females, for sale.
ditorium Thanksgiving night Is from Braintree, Mass., where she , Miss Maude Eagles; September, orchestra. Including. William Hill
Elg" iii'i "Albert’
invented in the tenth century. <
S M. Pollard.
THIRZA MacQUARIE. Thomaston
Walkers l'j years old. not broken. 2
composed of Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, was guest of Julia Young.
Men's Supper; October, Mrs. Effie the leader. Wilho
________________________________ 139*141 Shophire
Rams, registered
V
T.
Harjula,
William
Johnson.
Toiva
Hysler: Mrs. Jennie Kenniston.
WCULD like to hear from reliable JOHNSON. Chlckawaukle Pond Road.
Mahcnen and Oliver Niemi played
__________________________________________ 138*143
, Social Service Committee.
’ men we can train to overhaul. Install CUV
and service Air Conditioning and Re SKIS_pair 7 ft . rldge-top skis, with
John Pomeroy. Engineer of the several selections, and an accordion
frigerating Equipment. Must be Me
bindings, for sale TEL WARREN yv.a
j Thomaston plant, Lawrence Port- tri° was played by Charles Lundell
IN PERSON ON THE STAGE
ch nlcilv inclined No Interference ______________________________ 138-140
"TUGBOAT ANNIE SAILS AGAIN"
j
with present occupation For lnterland Cement Company, will be the of Camden, Arthur Stanley of
DRY hard wood. 4 ft 17 50; Junks.
| view w-lte at once giving name, ad[ guest speaker Thursday at the I Roekland and Ohver Niemi of
drear age
UTILITIES INST, care 12” or 16" $9 JAMES MOODY. Union.
The Courler-Oazette____________139*141 Tel, union 9 4_________________ 138*140
] meeting of the Congregational Qeorfes River road
1934 FORD V8 coupe for sale Paint
- Brotherhood which will meet at ' James Dana of Thcmaston gave
’ SECOND hand stroller wanted, must
New rubber
1937 recon
' be ln good condition: reasonable excellent.
ditioned
motor
New battery
Call
the Chapel, following supper at an accordion solo, and there were
Write to W R ' care The CourlerS RUBENSTEIN
Tel.
several chorus numbers, with Mr. I
6.15.
Oazette________________________ 139-141 Park Place
1222
137-139
NEW apartment to let Four rooms
The Woman's Club study unit Is Lundell. the accompanist, among 1
1932
FORD
Coupe
and
one
cattle
and bath. Heated, hot water, electric
I invited to meet at 2 o’clock Thurs- them, the Finnish National An- ’
for sale. H. H WALDRON 61
rtove and garage No children TEL trailer
138-140
| day at the home of Mrs. Aien3 them- and in conclusion "Ood Bless j
1067-J after 5 p. m
139*140 Holmes street. Tel 68-W
GLENWOOD Cabinet Heater ln per
America". .Mrs Eilen Nelson of
Starrett.
OIRL for cooking and homework 1 fect
condition,
also
Shirley
Temple
wanted
MRS NEIL A FOGG. 115 Doll carriage; 15 WASHINGTON. ST.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver of Friend Thcmaston was mistress of cereI Summer street
_________ 137-tf
City.___________________________ 137*139
ship, district deputy grand chief, monies.
OIRL wanted for general house
DRY slab wood for sale, wlll deliver
A
dance
followed
the
numbers.
will Inspect Crescent Temple. PS..
work to go to Boston. Inquire at 526 2 cord
tf 4 ft slabs ln Camden. Rock
MAIN ST. City
137 139 port. Rockland
Friday. Supper will be served ’’ith coffee bread and coffee served
and Thomaston for 86:
RELIABLE man to care for local fltted slabs *5 cord Tel West Appleunder the direction of Miss Cora by the committee. American and
business
About 825 to start. Mar- ton. 12-23 H C EDGECOMB. Union
Robinson.
Finnish flags were on display.
rted man preferred. Car necessary.
137*139
far'^appointnrent^ 176
Oil Heater. for
Members of the Congregational
------------------fx appointment.______________ 137 139 Mle wnh Unk Rnd p)pe complet<
Brotherhood not solicited for the
Stuart C. Burgess, attorney at
FURNISHED four-room apartment Large size Slightly used
To be
supper Thursday are requested to law, announces the opening of his1
wanted, two bed rooms and bath, sold cheap 8ee E H CRIE at the
centrally
located
TEI,
8120
137
1
39
Gift
Sho
p
____________
__
137*139
furnish sweets.
new offices in the First National j
IP you like to draw sketch or Paint
400 PULLETS for sale All cross
Post Office delivery windows will Bank building. 417 Main street, J
see Talent Test ad In Miscellaneous breeds.'arme laving WARREN PEARL.
be closed Thursday at 11 a. m„ and . telephone 416 Rockland.
column.________________________ 136*140 Waldoboro. R P D No 2 Tel 148-21
REAL estate listings, business, rest- j _________________________________137-139
there will be no carrier service. The [
133-134-136&139
dentlal and Summer properties farms.
SHOT guns and rifles for sale,
lobby will be open as usual.
____________

With Our Soldiers

Maine Central Train Crew

WALDOBORO

SENTER* CRANE'S

SENSATIONAL

i

SALE!

ofe

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column FOR SALE

£QST AND FOUND

WANTED

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday

t_ _ _ _

Students Explain

They're a scream on the screen—Tugboat Annie and her first hate
Cap'n Bullwinkle (played by Marjorie Rambeau and Alan Hale) have
turned their Saturday Evening Post feud into the year's filmiest screen
hit, "Tugboat Annie Sails Again.”
"Tugboat Annie 1 Sails Again.”
with Marjorie Rambeau in the title
role of the salty old lad.v sea cap
tain, will have its first local show
ing at the Strand Theatre. A
full cargo of laughs goes with it,
as “Annie” and Captain Bullwinkle,
turn their Saturday Evening Post
feud into a happy, scrappy screen
comedy.

Alan Hale plays the role of Bull
winkle, while Jane Wyman and
Ronald Reagan carry the love in
terest. in a story that ts packed to
the hilt with fun, romance, action
and adventure. Lewis Seiler direc
ted the production. Walter De
Leon's original screen play is
based on the characters created
by Norman Reilly Raine.

ORDER A
SUPPLY TODAY1

ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Telephone 72

JWliWimSfiW/aBfteSfiA'DOW” EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

Their Work

wood-lots. O H TRIPP ENGINEER
INO CO. Rockland
131tf
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered T J FLEMINO. 19 Birch 8t„ Tel. 212-W 131*136 tf

RAZORVILLE

In addition to the talk on sports
Charles W Clark cf Hyde Park.
manship given Friday at the High Mass., and Willard Sprague of Bos
chool assembly by Perry Greene. tcn wtre recent visitors at Sydney
Maine guide, the student activity Humes ’
groups were represented by the in- |
Mrs. Maud Howard and Edith
dividual leaders in short explanaOverlock visited friends recently in
tory talks of the work planned. ...
thus: Student Council by Bowdoin Unl0nMiller, president; Camera Club by
Burnell Overlook of Rhode Island
Madeleine Haskell; manual train- was here recently in the interest
ing by Lowell Moody. Jr.; Sewing of hks Christmas tree business.
Mrs. L. P. Jones who has been
Club by Mary Ludwig; Airplane
modeling by Assistant Connon; ill, is much improved.
Press Club by Jeannette Overlock;
John McDougall of Massachusetts
Radio by Principal DeVeber.
and friends are spending a fev, days
It was revealed in a 'short talk here.
by Principal DeVeber, that an ex
Prof. Norman Fradd'and family
hibit of the activity groups' work I of Cambridge, Mass., were here for
will be given in the Spring. Some the holiday.
of the work in the Camera Club.
George Lenfest and Morris Len
Press Club. Airplane modeling, and fest of Wakefield, Mass., are at the
the Sewing Club was on exhibition home of their parents, Mr. and
Friday morning. Mr. Orcene. in Mrs. Minot Lenfest while hunting
troduced by Principal DeVeber, in this vicinity.
pointed cut to the students the
Trinity Union will meet Nov. 24,
importance of being good sports at South Jefferson Church. Rev.
men in hunting, fishing and in H. A. Clark of Oardiner will speak
life. He stressed the fact the game at 2.33 and there will also be other
laws should be preserved in order speakers of note. The public is
not to make extinct the native | welcome.
wild animals.
A round table was then held. Mr.
Greene giving answers. Of much WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Clark re
interest also were the snap shot
albums of various sportsmen's turned home Saturday after spend
shows, and of wild animals of ing the week with Mr. and Mrs.
Maine, which he had brought with Frarklin
in Portland and at
him. Other numbers on the As- i ^‘ie'r home on Peak s Island,
sembly program, over which Char- j Albert Tolman bronght down a
lotte Moore, president of the Ju- large buck deer Friday and other
ior class, presided, included Scrip- (*n
vicinity who have deer to
ture reading by Madeleine Haskell. their credit are David HamaIainen.
and musical numbers including the Harvey
Charlie Lunden and
Henry Kontio,
School Song.
Mrs. Perley Merrifield who was
Benefit Finnish Program
threatened with pneumonia, is
Supt. F. L. S. Morse of Thomas improving.
ton was speaker Saturday night at
The Ladies' Mission Circle met
the benefit Finnish program given Thursday with Mrs. Grace Coburn
b/ the Harjula and Nelson Fam at Mount Pleasant. The meeting
ilies, Mr. and Mrs. John Niemi, Mr. Nov. 28 will be omitted due to the
and Mrs. Fred Anderson of the St. holiday. Next meeting will be Dec.
George road, witli Mrs. Anderson j 5 with Mrs. Goldie Collins,

reasonably priced COMONINN CAPE.
Arthur 6. Smalley. Prop.. 239 Main St .
City
131*142
___ _____________________
Hard wood per loot, fltted. 81 50:
8 wed. 81 40; long, 81 30 M B At C O.
132-tf

PERRY. Tel. 487

TO LET

Unele Dan appearing with Polly Jenkins and Her Plowboys.
Children's Matinee at 4 P. M.—10c.

ON TIIE SCREEN

TWO-room furnished apt., lights,
hot water, use of bath. Adults onlv.
Garage for storage 23 Cedar St TEI.
1I48-J._________________________ 139-142
FOUR-room apartment to let ga
rage
50 Mechanic St.. TEL Ri’-M
Special ____________.____________________ 139 141
TO lease—Modem Esso Service Sta
tion, Main St . Rockland TEL. 680
139-141
FIVE room house to let. modern
conveniences; centrally located
In
quire MRS EVELYN SNOW 8 Oreen
St , Thomaston._________________ 139-tf
FURNISHED heated apartment to
I let at 14 MASONIC ST.______ 137*139
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock
St. Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY
I________________________________ 137-139
ROOM to let at 15 Orove St. TEL
579-W, MRS FLORA COLLINS 136-tf
FOUR-room heated apartment to let;
bath
Furnished If desired. 7 Elliot
| St TEL Thomaston 24
133-tf
UNFURNISHED apartment to let
Four rooms and bath
Call at 12
Knox St., or TEI, 156 W.
132-tf
SMALL unfurnished apt. to let ELLA
X3LLIN& 25 North Main 8t.. Tel.

LEHIOH Valley stove nnd nut coal
for sale, 814.50; Pocahontas lumpy
soft 89 fltted dry hard wood. 81 50 ft.
J B PAUI.SEN, Te! Thomaston 62.
132-tf
D&H nara coai egg. stove au1
814.50 per ton. del. Household soft cost
88 per ton del Nut sire New River soft
not screened 89 ton del ; screened. 810
ton del. M. B. At C. O. PERRY fia
Main St.. Tel. 487
132-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
HABKBLL Bros.- Loral and Lor^
Distance Moving 45 Main St.. TEL 25.
Storage.______
139*144
IF YOU like to draw, sketch or paint
—write fcr talent test (no Fee ) Qlve
aqe and occupation. BOX F « T
: -O zette.
136*140
MEN, Women! Want Vim? Stimu
lants. tonics ln Ostrex tablets pep up
bodies lacking vitamin B-l. Iron Cal
cium. Phosphorus. Oet 35c size Oatrex:
today F rst package satiates or m ker refunds low price. Call, write C.
H MOOR
CO . and all other "nnrt
drug atorcs.
133*141
STATE OF MAINE
Kennebec, ss Supreme Judicial Court
In Equity
ANDR£W J. BECK. Bank Commissioner

Vs.

Invitation to laugh—Leon Errol and Lupe Velez are at it again in
“Mexican Spitfire Out West.” With Reno as a background they are hand
ing out laughs on a large scale with further madeap escapades of the
spitfire bride, Carmelita. her Uncle Matt and eeeenlrie Lord Epping. It's
third in the series from RKO Radio, with Donald Woods again playing
Carmelita’s long suffering husbai d and Elisabeth Risdon playing Errol’s
shrewish wife.

The Courier-Gazette

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY and
ENSIGN OTIS. Receiver
Order of Notice
Ensign Otis. Receiver of Security
Trust Company, having filed a report
of hls dolnzs as Receiver up to No
vember 6. 1940. and having petitioned
this Court for authority to pay all
outstanding receivership expenses to
date, and to make final payment to
all depositors and other creditors In
so far as the funds on hand will allow.
It IsORDERED that a hearing on the
question of the acceptance nf said
report and the granting of the peti
tion accompanying same be had at
the Court House In Augusta on the
4th Uay of December next at ten
o'clock b1 the forenoon, and that no
tice thereof be given to all parties
Interested by publishing an attested
copy of this Order of Notice twice ln
The Courler-Oazette. the past publi
cation to be at least ten days before
the date of said hearing
Dated this 12th day of November.
1940
JAME8 H HUDSON.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy
Attest:

Neills P. Rackliff, Clerk
138-120

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

MRS. OSCAR O. LANK
Correspondent

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester: WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford: WEAN. Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Inspection of Monarda Council
of Pocohontas will be held tonight
at Red Men’s hall. The Great Po
cohontas of Maine, Mrs. Carrie
Strout of Bar Harbor will inspect
the work on two candidates. She
will be accompanied by P.G.P
Katherine Davis of Portland and
P.G.P. Iona Black of Orr's Island.
Supper will be served at 6 o'clock
preceding the ceremonies. Supper
chairman is Mrs. Jennie Maker.
Mr and Mrs. Wilfred Nickerson,
daughter Evelyn and M. P.
Perklrs returned Tuesday
to
Evsrett, Mass.
Mr. and Mra. Freeman Roberts
are in Southbridge. Mass., as guests
of their son Gerald Roberts.
Mrs. Addie Merrithcw went Fri
day to Whitinsville, Mass., where
her son Louie has employment.
Mrs. Lewis Burgess and daugh
ter Roseann who were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Aliston Roberts have
returned to North Haven.
Miss Virginia White came Sat
urday from Waverly. Mass., called
by the death of her grandmother
Mrs. Lida White.
Mr and Mrs. Andrew Benr.ett
are enjoying a motor trip through
Maine.
Mrs. Sada Robbins was hostess
Thursday to the Non Eaters.
An alarm ot Are was sounded
Sunday at noon for a chimney fire
at the home of Oscar Olson. It
was quickly extinguished.
Rev. Kenneth Cook conducted
services in North Haven Sunday
morning at the Baptist Church.
Rev Margaret Cook preaching at
Union Church ln the absence of
the pastor. She was assisted by
the Red Cross Nurse. Mrs. Laura
Varney. A duet was sung by G.
E. Arey and H. L. Coombs. The
choir sang “Who Giveth All." Leola
Smith was organist.
The G. E A. Club met Wednes
day with Mrs. Abbie Hutchison.
Mrs. Evie Hennigar won highest
score at cards, and Mrs. Evelyn
Patirck, the consolation prize.
A social under the auspices of
the Red Men was held Thursday
night for children under 15 years
of age at Red Men's hall. The
youngsters enjoyed games and buf
fet lunch was served with hot cocoa
by Mrs Elva Teele. Mrs. Hazel
Dyer and Mrs. Ora Ingerson who
assisted the Red Men committee;
Walter Ingerson. Oeorge Swears
and C. Meservey F. Ames.
The Lions Club ls sponsoring a
Mask Ball Nov. 28 in Memorial

With more than the usual amount■ apples, 2 ounces garlic cut fine, 1
cf cooking and baking ahead fcr the ! ounce salt. 2 ounces mustard seed,
next two weeks someone suggested i few grains cayenne, 2 pounds brown
we assemble a few bright ideas rela- i sugar. 2 pounds raisins, 1 ounce
tive to the procedure and it's a ground ginger. 3 pints vinegar,
good idea. If all these ideas are j Pare and slice the apples and
“old hat" to you, 'scuse us while add the ether ingredients and mix
we perhaps give the younger house- 1 all together well and bcil until
keepers a lift.
very thick. Bottle and seal.
For instance, do you know dried
MENU
fruits go through the grinder more
Breakfast
easily if a small amount of lemon Chilled Tetley Concentrated Orange
Juice
juice or sugar or a few nutmeats are ;
Prepared Cereal
added during the precess? Do you
Pancakes and Brcwn Sugar
roll oranges or lemons or heat them
Callee
before squeezing if you want to ex- (
Lunch
tract the last bit of juice? (Helpful
Hat Chicken Sandwiches
when quantities of punch must be
'Kncx Quick Cranberry Salad
made).
Cheese and Burry Brown Bix
Do you own a pair of tweezers for
Tetley Tea
removing pin feathers? They cost
Dinner
a few pennies and save endless time.'
Prudence Meat Loaf
We like the Food Mill better than [
Baked Potatoes
a sieve for pureeing foods, sieving
’String Beans in Cream
fruits, and it's a great help io
‘Clovelly Chutney
mothers of babies who must have
•Pecan Muffins
strained foods. Savory flavors, too.
•Apple Crunch
ln these strained vegetables and
Cofiee
fruits ind high vitamine and min
•Recipes
given.
eral content.
’Do you know powdered sugar
won't lump if transferred to an air STONINGTON
tight fruit Jar at once when you
Frances Tracy has returned from
open the package? The molasses Portland
blends better if mixed with the
Mrs. Forrest MacDonald has rewater
or milk to be used in a recipe? turned fr<?m
waverormiiB
„
iu, and
That molded gelatine salads and u
onH „rc r!lprrt1)
is staying with Mr. and Mrs Carroll
desserts can be removed easily if Bayley for a time.
the pans are first rinsed in cold
Barbara Tracy of Portland was
water or brushed with oil? And do
you set individual molds of Jelly recent guest of her parents, Mr
in muffin pans so they won't tip In and Mrs. Benjamin Tracy.
Mrs. Helen Ober has returned to
your ice box?
Knox Quick Cranberry’ Salad- Sullivan.
One envelope Knox Sparkling Gela
Mrs. Vivian .Lufkin of Sunset is
tine, 2 cups cranberries, 1‘4 cups spending the Winter with her sister.
cold water, 1 cup sugar.
cup cel Mrs. Mabel Sturdie.
ery chopped. % cup nuts chopped.
A barge of coal was unloaded at
H teaspoon Sterling Salt.
the Goss quarry this week.
Cook cranberries in one cup water
Mrs. Frances Milne is employed
20 minutes. Stir ln sugar .cook I
at the home of Mrs Harry Judkins.
five minutes longer. Soften gela
Jean Hilliard of Bluehill was holi
tine in ’4 cup cold water Add to
hot cranberries and stir until gela day guest of Mrs. Marion Krentz.
Mr. and Mrs. D Jewett Noyes have
tine is dissolved Strain, cool and
when mixture begins to thicken, add returned from Syracuse. N. V..
celery, nuts and salt. Turn into where they spent a month with
molds that have been rinsed in their son, R. Webb Noyes.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Burrill and
cold water and chill until firm. Un
mold on lettuce and garnish with Beverly of East Holden have been
visiting Mrs Burrill's sister. Mrs
whole nutmeats.
Apple Crunch—Four cups tart Floyd Barter.
Perley Eaton of Rutland. Vt., re
sliced apples, 1 cup brown sugar, ’4
teaspoon nutmeg, grated rind ti j cently visited hls sister. Mrs. Bessie
lemon. 1 cup cornflake crumbs (4 N°>'es
cups cornflakes).
cup melted | „,Vern*tt«
from
hall.
Worcester over the holiday.
Land o' Lakes butter.
Arrange apples in bottom of deep i Mrs Iola Robbins is employed at
pie plate (9 inch). Cover with % j
home °( Mrs Reb«“cca Kn‘Bht
SOUTH CHINA
Werd h»s returned to
Forrest Hussey of Winslow has cup brown sugar, nutmeg and lemon 1
Combine cornflake crumbs Portland where she is a student at
built a bungalow on the Camp Abi rind
nakis farm and Fred Crossman who with remaining >, cup sugar and the State Street Hospital School of
recently sold his farm to Elmer butter. Pack firmly on top vt Nursing.
Tlbbets of Quincy, Mass., is build apples. Bake ln a 400 deg F. oven I Mary Coombs was hoir
ing a bungalow on the opposite until apples are done Serve partly : Portland overJhe holiday,
I Mrs Vesta Webb and sons Russel
side of the road on the William cooled Makes six servings
Pecan Mufflns-One-quarter cup and Carlyle attended the funeral of
Crossman farm, now owned by Mr
and Mrs. Russell Morrison. Law Land o' Lakes butter. ■. cup sugar. I Bvron Coombs at Thomaston.
rence Harding of China is the con 2 eggs well beaten. 2 cups flour. 4 ; Mr. and Mrs. Montgomery Morey
returned from a hunting trip
tractor and Herbert Esancy and teaspoons baking powder. *4 tea- I have
PViaelac
Charles Grant, Dnknr)
Robert and FVin
Don _
Fred Plaisted are helping.
spoon Sterling salt, I cup milk, %
aid MoOuffle, Felton Hart. Leslie
Windsor Grange repeated its cup pecans, chopped.
play at Erskine Academy Gymna
Cream butter and sugar. Add Stinson and George Arey are home
sium Friday before the opening bas eggs, sifted dry ingredients and from hunting, with six deer and a
ketball game.
milk. Beat thoroughly and then bear. Capt. Stinson got the bear.
Mrs. Nellie Green of Oceanville
Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and chil stir ln nuts. Bake in buttered muf«u'st of her dau«hUr'
dren Arllne and Carlton were lin pans in a hot oven <400 deg F.) !
Mrs. Mildred Powers.
guests Sunday of the H Esancys for 30-25 minutes
Other visitors were Mr. and Mrs
String Beans in Cream-Three
Frank A. Payscn and grandchildren pounds fresh string beans, 1 cup CHIuHAVEN
Robert and Jeannette of Camden; light creanj- 1 egg yolk beaten, 1
Miss Evelyn Fall of Limerick is
Mrs. Eleanor Payson and Mrs. Ger tablespoon Land o’ Lakes butter, visiting Mrs. Rcy Simpson for a
trude Wellman of South Hope and salt and pepper.
few days.
Llaiyd Fitzgerald. Recent callers
Wash beans and remove both
The Sunbeam called here Monwere Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay of ends; tie in individual bunches. da.v cn her hemeward trip,
Burkettville; Arthur and Robert drop into rapidly boiling salted ' Leslie Wilson returned Monday
Overlock and Mr. Johnsen of water and cook about 15 minutes to Brookline, Mass., after spending
South Liberty; Ernest Sprowl and or until tender but not too floppy, a few days at hls farm here.
sister. Mrs. Lawrence Robbins and Drain well and season; place
Vernon Philbrook and bride called
son and Miss Sibley of Searsmont. bunches on a het platter, remove on friends here Monday. Mrs. Philst rings but keep ln separate piles brook who was Miss Grace Wilbur,
or bunches. Make sauce by heating Red Cress nurse, made many
40NHEGAN
r uglas H. Odom waa a recent cream in double boiler and when friends all along the coast where
uest at Beekman Tower Hotel in very hot add slowly to the beaten she served the Maine Seacoast Mis
egg yolk; season with salt and sion^ several years. Best wishes
lew Vcik city.
pepper to taste; plaec back in double fellow the young couple to thelr
A newly designed torsion bar boiler and stir a few seconds until new home in Bath,
ide stabilizer, connected to the thickened, then add the butter. I Aileen Wilson has returned to
ront axle by swinging shades, is Pour over the bunches of beans schcol after spending a weeks vacation with her parents, Mr. and
i 1941 Ford feature which checks and serve.
Clovelly Chutney—Four pounds Mrs. Lee Wilson,
;ide-sway on sharp curves and ln
.trong crcsswir.ds.

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan'x
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

i.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
).3O

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar.

Swan’s Island,
Stonington,
North Haven,
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,

ated or not of
standards.”

IN A CIGARETTE

THETWNG-f

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

than the average of the

dent scientific tests of the smoke Itself

veey

damper, and thc check damper.
The ash-pit damper is located
near the base of the furnace be
low the grate level. The butterfly
or turn damper is located in the
smoke-pipe between the check
damper and the
boiler. The check

HOMI KIATIHO IXMIT

oVe-pipe be
smol
tween the turn
damper and the
chimney.
The tum damp
er regulates the
amount of air that
passes through
thp firp. It should

the burning speed of the fire.
When closed it increases thc
burning speed.
For best results, the ash-pit
and check dampers should work
together. When one is closed the
other should be open. In mild
weather when a slow, lasting fire
is desired, the
ChKt 3.1
and

the

HEN you get right down to it, a cigarette
is only as flavorful—only as cool—only as
mild—as it smokes. The smoke’s the thing!
Obvious—yes, but important-all-important
because what you get in the smoke of your
cigarette depends so much on the way your
cigarette burns.
Science has pointed out that Camels are defi
nitely slower-burning bee lift). That means a
smoke with more mildness, more coolness, and
more flavor.
Now — Science confirms another important
advantage of slower burning... of Camels.
Less nicotine—in the smoke! Less than any
of the 4 other of thc largest-selling brands
tested—289c less than the average!
Light up a Camel... a s-I-o-w-burning Camel
... and smoke out the facts for yourself. The
smoke’s the thing!

W

Correct Regulation of Dampers
furnace should be
equipped with three dampers
IJJ—’ the
ash-pit damner, the tum

other of the

than any of them_according to indepen

Heating Your Home

(S AMIIICA’S

4

largest-selling cigarettes tested-Jess

How to cut the cost of

Odorless Hair Remover

NAIR

proper size or Grange arc not segregated, but as books, marshaled no armies, and UNION
L. H. Stevens of Washington
similated—not set apart by them commanded no material power. Im
visited friends here the past week.
perial
might
was
capable
of
crucify

selves
in
programs
exclusively
their
Electrification
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Price of
National Master Louis J. Rural
ing the Author of a better way of
Rural electrification, as rapidly own. but welcomed into the broader
life, but could not destroy the Bath were recent callers on Mrs.
Taber’s Eleven-Point Out spreading throughout the country, activities of the larger organiza philosophy
which He gave to the j Bet tha Bryant.
was declared by the National Master tion as a whole. There will be
line For Aiding
Mrs. Agnes Creighton has re
world.
to be "the greatest blessing of mod unanimous agreement in this pung
America stands at the crossroads turned from a few weeks' visit with
Agriculture
ern times, as far as the farm home ent paragraph from Mr. Taber’s ad- J
of destiny between conflicting forces relatives in Massachusetts.
is concerned. In bringing electricity dress as Syracuse:
(Second Installment)
and conflicting ideals, but we shall I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hisler of
within reach.” Grange support of
A National Youth Movement, sepAs In fermer addresses Mr. Taber
not fail. We will restore the Ten Warren called Sunday on Mr. and
the rural electrification program j arate and apart from State and
Mrs. W. J. Bryant.
urges increased research efforts to has always been hearty, and re-1 community activity, is nct the an Commandments as a guide to liv
Herbert S. Hills is at Knox Hcs
ing;
we
shall
return
our
Bible
to
discover new uses for agricultural peatedly the organization has taken swer to this problem. In this crisis,
first place on the list of reading; i pital for treatment.
products, as an effective means of the lead In local communities In as wel las at all other times, Youth 1 we will return to the faith of our
The Missionary Meeting was held
avoiding surpluses, without restrict creating the rural setup necessary ls the heart of the Republic. It will fathers, to the teachings of Holy Thursday at the home of Mrs. Eu
to get such projects actually under serve best by finding its place in or
ing the productive energies of the
Writ, and the impulse in a great ’ gene Calderweod, Refreshments
way.
ganizations like the Grange, where crisis to tum to God in humility, in- J weie served.
American farmer. The Incentive
wealth, age and sex are not bar- J
The W C.T.U. will hold its annual
These Are Solemn Facts
Payment idea and the Food Stamp
rlers, and where the door swings stead of turning to politicians ln a 1 nieeKng for the election of offi
Some solemn figures are contained open to all on equal terms. Great panic. The airplane once could not i cers at the home cf Miss Mary
Plan also receive hls full indorse
in the section of Mr. Taber’s ad youth movements like 4-H Clubs, land in a fog, but today it can settle Ware Thursday at 2 30 Tire State
ment.
dress which warns Americans of Vocational Education, Future Farm to earth with absolute certainty 'f President urges that all unions
the rapid spread of bureaucracy and ers, Boy Scouts and Campfire Oirls. lt finds the radio beam and holds its make the meeting a roll-call and
Irrigation And Reclamation
of
ccmpass true to its course. Today, dues-paying day. All members are
He emphasizes the importance of the growing burden of taxation ,
unpt fr<
nf
A faith is the radio beam of tomorrow. asked to take report* of woik
cooperative marketing and outlines this applying alike to Federal. State !; work
for the good of America. A
Turn the scroll of the centuries done.
its rapid spread in the last genera and municipal spending. The ac grear virtue of these movements *s
tion, puts his finger on the weak tual meaning of a national debt of that always and at all rimes youth and we find that whole the names |
ness of present Irrigation and re nearly $45.000,000,COO Is brought has an opportunity to achieve in its cf the Caesars are forgotten, the
PLEASANT POINT
clamation policies and declares. sharply home to local understand own way, under the guidance and most powerful, potent single force Byron Coombs
ln all the world today is the Per
New areas should be brought into ing by this apt quotation from Mr. direction cf experienced leaders.
Funeral
services
for
Byron
sonality that brute force J sought ' o
production Just as fast, and no Tabers’ address:
The Grange contribution to edtiCoombs were conducted by Rev.
Our
national
debt
approaches
the
destroy. Again, we flnd faith in a
faster, than the products can be
The Grange contribution
billion mark, and will naturally .....
,
. to edu- supreme triumph of love over hate. Hubert Leach of Thomaston at the
sold at a price that gives a profit to 45
Church. Cushing.
Mr.
be greatly increased because of the |
v gorously ca led to mind, Dictators may threaten. Armed Union
the producer and does not depress
defense program. The interest on | « we l as Its service of three-quar- forces may terrify, but above and Coombs was born Aug. 11, 1895,
the price elsewhere. Irrigation and
this debt, cn the lew average of, ^s of a century to the Land Grant beyond it all are the verities of life only child of Raymond and Cora
reclamation service should be guid
2.58 percent, amounts to more than <*>«««« and to the ever-expanding that assure us that the religious (Davis) Coombs.
ed by the consumptive needs of the
program of vocational education
The high esteem in which the
nation and the price structure of a billion dollars a year. It is inter 4-H Club work and similar prac- and political freedom of this Re deceased was held was testified by
esting
to
recall
that
33
years
ago
public can never be destroyed un
Agriculture. For every dollar sper.t
the cost of the Federal government I “cal undertakings to help the farm less we, the American people, lose the beauty and quantity of flowers,
on new projects to bring additional
and by the many friends and rela
boy
and
girl,
ln
the
closing
para

lands under cultivation an equal was only 734 million dollars a year. graphs of his address Mr Tdber our faith and lose our way.
tives who attended the funeral. He
The
funded
debt
of
local,
State
and
|
National Master Taber reports on had been in the employ of Black
amount must be spent to take mar
speaks
of
SThe
Triumph
of
Faith
”
ginal and sub-marginal lands out Federal governments is now nearly j in languag? which may’well burn the splendid Grange progress of the & Gay. Canners of Thomaston for
of production and put into some 70 billion dollars. These are astro- ■ itself deeply into the convictions of past 12 months, with 405 organiza the past 18 years and the regard In
nomical figures. It may help to
tions and re-organizations of which he wa* held was evidenced
type of conservational use."
comprehend them If we keep in' every American citizen. It is with Grange units; a net gain in mem when Mr. Black and 20 of his as
A Farm Credit Fight Ahead
;
the
following
words
that
he
conmind that a man receiving a salary j
bership in three-fourths of the
Recalling the hard fight of the of $25C0 a year would have to work ' eludes his impressive address lit States and an actual net Increase sociates attended the service in a
body
past year to preserve the independ four hundred thousand years, with- |J Syracuse:
in the roll of the national organiza
Mr. Coombs’ genial disposition
ent status of the Farm Credit Ad out a single day of rest, to earn a The Triumph Of Failh
tion: also extension of the Order won friends wherever he went. Al
ministration. National Master Taber billion dollars. The rime has come
We face one of the darkest hours into Wyoming, with a new State ways willing to lend a helping hand
thrown down the gauntlet for a new when we must frankly face the im
; of the human race. Much ln which Grange there organized, whose dele | in time of need, he will be greatly
fight, declaring, "We struggled in plication of the cost of government
we believe has been swept away, gates are included in the Syracuse mi*sed by his friends and assoc
the last Congress against the trans if we save our free institutions from
i leaving turmoil not only for tomor- personnel. Furthermore, the past iates as well as in the home.
fer of the Farm Credit Administra financial shipwreck.
| row but for generations to come, year'i record ln helpful legislation,
He is survived by his widow, Mrs.
tion. The Grange will battle again
i Let us turn back the pages of hls- ln practical co-operation and in Eula (Young) Coombs; a daugh
A
Practical
Program
and again ln the coming Congress,
| tory. Di- greatest of the Ceasars, leading and supporting countless ter, Mrs. Marion Ames; his par
or in succeeding Congresses, until we
Getting down to practical recom I with the imperial power of Rome.
community service improvement ents, Mr and Mrs. Raymond
achieve the great need of rural life mendations. Mr Taber offers a con
1 sought to crush the philosophy of projects, easily marks the 12 months Coombs of Islesboro; an uncle,
—that of an independent and sound cise "11-polnt program" for agri
the lowly Nazarene.
Imperial period as the most active and the Byron Davis of St. George; and
Farm Credit Administration."
cultural progress which will bear
might writes edicts on parchment most serviceable of Its entire 74- two grandchildren, Allan and Ixniise
I
careful
study
by
those
anxious
for
Setting I'p Trade Barriers
vear career. Meanwhile, the Orange Ames.
| the restoration of prosperity to and sends them to the farthest cor
ners of the world. It mahshals Its looks forward to 1941 as its Diamond Interment was in Pleasant View
The subject of trade barriers be
American agriculture.
warriors by the legion and seeming Jubilee year, with a great celebraa- I cemetery.
tween states received commeht In
j
ly controls the destinies of men. tlon program planned that will com
Mr. Taber's address with a warning Youth And Education
The subjects of youth and educa- From the Garden of Eden to the prise not only national and State
against such artificial boundaries,
MARTINSVILLE
accompanied by this wise sugges ! tion receive thoughtful treatment present day, less than a few hun-1 I events, but will be featured in pracThe Ridge Church will hold a
tion: "All will admit that any in Mr. Taber's address and he calls dred names stand out as mountain . rically every one of the 8000 subordi ' service Nov. z« with out of town
nate
Grange
meeting-place*
in
near

sovereign statee has a right to ban attention to the strong feature long peaks on the skyline of history.
I speakers. The first bell will ring
from its market products or goods I contained In the Grange youth pro Above and beyond these names, ly 49 different States.
j at 9 o'clock, services to begin at
(The End)
that are found to be unfit, adulter- gram. that young people in the stands the Figure who wrote no
19.30. The public Is invited.

Practical Program

VINALHAVEN

Amazing new white
coametic cream —
painless, economic
al, easy and pleasant
to use. Not irritating
to normal, healthy
akin. NAIR removes
hair and fuzz c/oae
to akin. No bad odor
— leaves skin soft,
clean, fragrant.
Tryatube
today.
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Every-Other-Dav

ash-pit

By burning 25%
slower
than thc average of the 4 other of
the largest-selling brands tested—
slower than any of them—Camels
also give you a smoking plus
equal, on the average, to

should be closed

ash-pit damper

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina

damper should

“SMOKING OUT” THE FACTS about nicotine.

Experts, chemists analyze the smoke of 5 of the
largest-selling brands ... find that the smoke of
slower-burning Camels contains less nicotine
than any of the other brands tested.
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Searsport to spend the remainder
of the day with Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
Staples.
The biggest musical extravaganza
Miss Marion Weidman and Mrs. since "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
ftftftft
Mary Whitman returned Saturday opens tomorrow at the Comique.
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
NAOMA MAYHEW
from Massachusetts the former "Down ArgentineWay” has every
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
having been guetst of Mr. and Mrs. thing a musical should have. Songs
AAA,
ftftftft
ftftftft
David Johnston at Quincy and the —there are eight of them all with
Tel 2229
latter guest of her sister Mrs. the South American flavor that is
Tel. 190
Tel. 713
Adelia Stedman at Brockton.
definitely appealing; stars—who
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker
The Past Chancellors of Arcana
Mrs. Edgar S. Bohndell and sister could ask for more with a roster
Murray Stone and George Alex
were overnight guests Sunday atj Mrs. Flcra Harper with Henry headed by Don Ameche. in a new
Lodge. K. P. will hold their an ander have returned from a hunt
the heme of her sister, Mrs. Delia | Bohndell at the wheel motored to (and lively Tole; Betty arable, fresh
nual banquet Wednesday night at ing trip at Prentiss, bringing back
Ryan in Orono.
j Franklin Sunday to spend the day ifrom her triumphant Broadway apfi o'clock. On the committee are a fine buck and a doe.
Mrs. Anne Orafton. Mrs. Ada
Mrs.
Hazel
Cain
and
Mr.
and
with another sister Mrs. Julia pearance and the sensational BraThe third in a series of enter
Chadwick. Mrs. Addie Jones Mrs. tainments under the Collins Man
Mrs. Robert Cain returned Sunday Bragdon.
| Lilian star Carmen Miranda who
Mary Henrv and Mrs Katherine agement Services will be held to
from a few days' visit with rela
Mrs. Myra Oiles who is employed sln«s' dances and loves in the
Crawford.
tives in North Uxbridge and Whit at the home of C. W. Holmes went
AmPri«n way. With emnight in the Opera House fcr the
insville. Mass. They were accom- Sunday to Banger to spend two Phasls ®n the spectacular throughThe annual roll call meeting of benefit of the milk fund. Mary
panled by Miss Helen Small who weeks with her son Everett Oiles. ®ut- ”Down Argentine Way' has an
the W.C T.U. will tc held Mdav Guthrie, harpist. Ruth Martin,
was returning from a week's visit I Erla Thibodeau young daughter excellent story
featuring
an
night at 7.3C at Ihe Methodist violinist and a competent pianist
with her sister Mrs. Madeline Phil- | of Mr and Mrs Erland Thibodeau Ameche-Orable 6!XX)-mIle romance,
vestry. There will be a program will present interpretations of fa
brook at Whitinsville and her u j j with pneumonia
' from New York to Buenos Aires. It
ln charge of Mrs. Nina Leach and mous compositions.
plays Wednesday and Thursday.
i brother Cecil Small at Attleboro,
refreshments will be served under
Tlie Oood Cheer Class will meet
Mass.
the direction of Mrs. Maude Web Wednesday night. Instead of Tues
Vesper A. Leach Thrift Sale, due 1
ber. Dues are now payable.
Mrs. Frederick H. Sylvester of to bad weather, will be continued COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
day as ls customary, at the Parish
WORK WONDERS
Weymouth Heights. Mass., was, the rest of this week.—adv.
Bowdoin Orafton passed the House, with Mrs Agnes Witham
' weekend visiter at the home of her
weekend ln Boston on a business and Mrs. Marjorie Tounge as hos
I sister Miss Hortense Bohndell.
trip.
tesses. Oames will be enjoyed and
Mrs, Lou E. Upham returned '
The annual Inspection of May all members are urged to attend.
| Saturday front a visit with relatives i
M
flower Temple. Pythian Sisters,
Mrs. Elsie Magee, president, will
at Roxbury and Dorchester, Mass.
was held Friday preceded by a be hostess Wednesday at 2 o'clock
THE LATEST VOGUE IN
A
' Tlie Twentieth Century Club met'
1
supper served under the direction to the Methodist Ladies Aid.
of Mrs. Olive Brazier. Mrs. Mertie
j Friday afternoon at the home of
The Baptist Ladies Circle wll
Orover, Mrs. Anne Orafton and I meet Wednesday afternoon.
of Mrs. Lina Joyce. Miss Hazel
Miss Cora Robinson. Mrs. OerLane, reader, gave a review of
Miss Clemeret Walden was
Bjrk
row
Mary
Ana»ta»lo,
Emrr
Havener.
Oeorge
Wood.
Robert
Chisholm,
James
Economy.
Christy
Adams.
For Men and Women
t-ude Oliver of Friendship. Dis moved from the Kr.ox Hospital,
"Finding the Trail of Life" by Rufus
Roger Conant Mar erlte Matone Fri-- se*—Ruth Beaburv Priscilla Brazier. Oorts Oattl. Eleanor Porter.
trict Deputy Orand Chief, was the where she was a patient recently,
Na-'mi Rackliff
Malcolm Ingraham was absent when picture was taken
E. Jones. Next Friday the Club will
inspecting officer and the visiting to the Porter Convalescent Home,
With Paper and Envelopes to match
December 5th and 6th will mark mother. She blames her mother phie comes down with a throat meet at the home of Mrs. Arthur K
candidates were Mrs. Lois Bums where she is recuperating.
the production nights of the Senior for the decline of her romance infection that later is followed by Walker and Mrs. Linthel Lane will
Your name and address or monogram printed
and Mrs. Edna Packard of Friend
Mrs. C. J. Grassow of Hope, is Class Play.' Foot-loose,' by Charles j with Sanford Wells 'Malcolm In- pneumonia. This leaves Hope in review "Southward Ho!”
ship. The other temple represent vis.ting her daughter and son- Quimby Burdette. This is the story graham), a your.g lawyer. The full charge of a turbulent family.
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard was in
on each
ed was Crescent Temple of War- in-law. Mr. and Mrs Oeorge ' of a family cor trolled *oo rigidly outcome of all this is that Rich Mary, adding to the already diffi Winterport Friday to attend the
Pen.
Thomas.
i by an aggressive mother. Emily ard Early iRoger Conant), takes cult situation, promises to go with funeral services for her uncle Ros
In Several Designs and Colors of Ink and Paper
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Charles Ryder of Early (Marguerite Mahonv), in her his wife on a world cruise. During Jack and his cousin Miriam (Elea coe Perkins. Accompanying her
Members of the Rook Club were
Printed on Folded or Flat Sheets
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W O. Ma Brooks, ar.d Mrs. Flora Patterson attempt to shield her four children their absence the affairs of the nor Porter,) to the mid-year Prom were iter mother, Mrs. Lillian Perk
are to be in charge of at Jack's college. When the time ins, who continued on to Bangor
loney Saturday fcr supper and •of Westley. Maine were guests from the ills of the world has un household
wittingly deprived them of many Delphle 'Priscilla Brazier), the to leave arrives. Jack surprises
the evening at their home at Pleas Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth opportunities to think for them maid, with Hope controlling the Hope by saying that he will be for a two weeks' visit with the lat
ter's daughter, Mrs. R. H. Bryant,
ant Point. Those present were Mr. Ryder.
selves. Tlie children realize this, finances. Things really begin to unable to bring the girls back that
Annual Donation Day will be and rebel Inwardly. But this in happen r.ew Mary, long of the night, ar.d that it will be neces and Mrs. Doris Graffam and Mrs.
and Mrs. Stanley Macgowan. Mr
and Mrs. Theodore Rowell. Mr and I observed at Community Hospital ward rebellion works its way out impression that she should have 1 sary for them to stay at a sorority Beatrice Richards, who spent the
Mrs. Albert Anderson. Mr. and 1 Friday. Tea will be served to ward when Dak ‘Bob Chisholm), other escorts than Randy Cun- j house until the next day. Hope day in that city.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
Mrs. Weston Young. Mrs. Warren I friends and guests from 2 to 5 a senior in medical school, wants ningham (Christy Adams), her (leaves Mary to her own decision
Knights and Charles Knights. o clock. All kinds of gifts which to marry Jenr.y Malloy (Mary An- childhood sweetheart, meets Jack In the midst of all these prob meet Wednesday afternoon at the
(James Economy), a lems to be solved. Richard and parsonage with Mrs. C. V. Overman
Prizes at rook were won by Mrs ! are of benefit to the Hospital will astasia), befcre finishing school. Malford
Although Bob 'Elmer Havener) ard sophomore in a neighboring col Emily return—a week before they as hostess.
Macgowan and Mr Knights for ' be greatly appreciated.
Ralph Marston of Battery 'F'
Miss Barbara Tounge enter- Mary (Deris Gatti). high school lege. at a football dar.ee. She be are expected. TYie solution of these
high scores and Mr. ar.d Mrs.
I tained Friday at the home of her youngsters, have done considerable comes so interested in him that many problems, and the difficul Headquarters Division, stationed at
Young for low.
complaining tbout being tied to ner schoolwork suffers. Bob and ties encountered in the attempts I ft McKinley, spent the weekend
Mr and Mrs Charles E. Bailey | parents. Dr. and Mrs. Harry
mother's apron strings, lt was Dick nis friend. Buzz Dally (Jack Wood*, to conquer them before the par- wlth hu parents Mr and Mrs
of Newton Center. Mass., were Tounge. in honor of her third who threw the bemb in the camp purchase a car ar.d through an ents arrival will make the play
Balloons and colored for he persists ln his argument, accident with same, become in- well-worth seeing. Humor, excite Charles Marston.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. | birthday
Arler.e Kelley of Marion Chap
crayons were given as favors and Hope
W B D. Oray.
Jebted to Mrs. Forrester 'Naomi ment. and love are only a small
The annual meeting of the Half- b.rthday ^cake and ice cream were young social raker, defends Dick Rackliffe). a crabbed widow. In part of the enjoyable emotions por ter. Gardiner, and Lawrence Perry
of Grace Cnapter, Thomaston will
Hour Reading Club will be held served. Those present were: Mrs and speaks her mind to her the midst of all these troubles Del- trayed in this play.
fill the stations of Worthy Matron
at Miss Rita Smith's house on Alex Oilmor and son. Oeorge; Mrs.
and Worthy Patron when Harbor
Main street Friday night at 7.30 Albert Rhodes and daughter. Ju- Harold Weymouth ar.d M. s Nancy Outing Club Feast
In charge of the dining room will Light Chapter O.E.S. observes
Miss Christine Moore will give an dlth of Rockport; Mrs. Keith WasHarmon, and Barbara's grandParcel post packages are dis- be Olive Weaver, assisted by Guest Officers' Night at their stat
informal account of the recent ■ gatt and daughter. Betty Ann; mother Mrs E. Louis Upton.
played
in the windows of the for Martan McMinn. Lillian Pomeroy. ed meeting tonight.
Makes an excellent and useful Christmas or
Mrs
Forest
Spear
and
daughter.
Book Fair in Boston. The com
Mrs Ernest Johnson. Mrs. Oscar
Herbert
Leadbetter.
who
Is
a
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Dagettt' and
mer Burkett Bakery building In
mittee have another feature in Julia; Mrs. Orman Goodwin and
Birthday Gift
Bridges. Alice True, Louise Dunbar. son ''Billy” of Rockland were dinstudent at the Massachusetts Col- '
preparation, the nature of which daughter, Sandra; Mrs. Charles
lege of Pharmacy has been elec- I Camden for the Parcel Post Sale at Rose Boynton. Mrs. Eugene Rich, ner guests Sunday at the home of j &
Babb.
Jr.,
ar.d
son
Del.;
Mrs
they refuse to divulge. Refresh
Wrapped in attractive gift boxes at prices from
ted Regent of Mu Chapter of Kap- ■ the Outing Club Feast and Frolic Mrs. Rai oh Bucklin. Coffee pourers Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples, alter i
ments will be served. The Club
at the Masonic hall next Thursday will be Harold Weymouth. Charles
pa
Psi Fraternity.
which
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Staples
and
will be glad to welcome any in of the membership fee of $1 re- ,
night.
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 per box
Friends-In-Councll will
meet i Another new feature is the chil ' Spruce, Elmer Joyce and Hayden family and their guests motored to
terested persons as new members. mair.s in town for local benefit
Postage 15c Extra
Wright.
Tuesday
afternoon
at
the
home
of
Mrs. Leonie Robinson has re Those wishing to join before the
dren's table, in charge of Mrs.
Oirls
who
will
assist
as
waitresses
turned home after visit lng her canvasser arrives may send con Mrs. John T Hughes.
Cynthia Rich, where children will are: Nancy Hobbs. Phyllis Pack- in all parts cf town in aftemcon at
See this full line of samples at
y
four.
Ouy Cucinotta left Sunday for be served starting at 5 o'clock.
sister. M.ss Mildred Coombs, in tributions to the chairman. Mrs
' ard. Elea ner Carver. Nathalie
No
R
PD.
service
No
City
Deliv

Gardiner.
R. O. Elliot or the treasurer. Miss Hyde Park. Mass., where he will
27
Among the many diversions will Smith, Frances Nuccio, Harriet
ery except in business section.
Harold Libby was in Portland Jessie Stewart. Miss Estelle Moore jcin Mrs Cucinotta. who has been be guessing games and zoo raffle,
Arnold, Edith Hary. Kathleen Money order and Bond sections 27
Monday on a business trip.
is the flrst canvasser to complete spending a few weeks with thelr tree moving pictures, miniature Heald. Bertha Packard. Mary
daughter and scn-in-law, Mr. and bowling
Lesslie Clark and Miss Hope Far her territory and make report.
tournaments.
dancing, Thurlow. Joan Setter. Giannina closed all day. Lobby open from 6
rington of Portland were guests
Mr and Mrs. Ferdinand Day. Jr.. Mrs Orman Hcpkir.s A sen was peol tournaments and the parcel Oalantt. Oer.evra Upton. Thelma a. m .to 6 p. m.
Sunday of Mrs Clifford Clark.
of Monhegan are visiting his par- , born to Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins post sale. A free beverage will be Hendrick. Mary Bryant, Lucie
three weeks ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Newbert of ents.
served.
Bridge will be played, | Dickens. Owendclin Tediord and
Mrs. Ralph Keyes entertained at 1 A B Stevenson, Jr, has returned afternoon and evening.
Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Russell New
) Angelina Nuccio.
bert cf Oardiner and Stanley dinner Monday Mrs Alpheus Jones. home from Brattleboro. Vt., greatly , Alton French and Mrs. Eugene
Copeland of Augusta, were In town I Mrs. Kenneth Keyes, and Mrs. improved in health.
Rich are ln charge of solicitation of Mail Serv'ce at Postoffire
Monday, coming for the funeral of i Oeorge Rogers of Warren.
Ralph Merrill has bought the food assisted by Mrs Alvah Oreen- j Thursday Nov. 21 there will be
Miss Ella Copeland.
Mrs. Wilson Carter will enter Bradley cottage on Harbor road, law. Mts. Clifford White and Mrs. general suspension cf business exWillis Thompson returned Sun tain the C. & S Club tomorrow
'cept: Morning and afternoon letand is making extensive repairs, i Robert Smith.
day to Kittery After two weeks va
Mr. and Mrs. J. Warren Everett and alterations.
The ticket committee is: Mil- ' ter delivery in business section,
cation at hmoe.
of Tuckahoe, N. J., are spending
Mrs. Duredre Balfour has moved ford Payson. Alton French. Martin Morning an dafternoon parcel post
Leland Moran is a patient at a vacation at "Spearmint-cn-theRichards, Alton Crone, Hugh delivery in business section.
recently from Captain Tinker's
Knox Hospital.
Georges,"' the Spear cottage.
Montgomery. T. J. French. 0:1- ; Oeneral delivery and Stamp
house,
to
Mrs
Martha
C.
Carroll
’
s,
Mrs. Ada Chadwick had as din
Girl Scouts meet Thursda)' at
bert Harmon. Percy Keller. George Windows open from 8 a jn. to 1 p.
Eaton
avenue.
ner guests Sunday Mrs. Etta Ben 6 45 at the club rooms. Helen Lynch
Thomas, Oliver Mayhew, Percy m. and 3 p. m. to 4.30. Usual speMiss Joan Perry with guests, I uce, William Packard. Oeorge ' cial delivery service. Regular arner and Miss Eliza Whitney.
will be enrolled as a Tenderfdot.
Mrs. Leona Reed is in Vinal
Miss Martha Whitehill accom spent the weekend with her mother Pu'.len. Hamilton Hall. Mrs Eugene rival and departure of all mails inhaven. called by the serious illness panied by Mrs. Minnie Wilson and Mrs. Ruth Perry. Miss Perry is a Rich. Harold Gorthell. Ernest Crie. eluding mail by Star Routes to
ot her sister.
Mrs. Lucy Sillerj’ returned home student at Oak Orcve Seminar)-.
Harold Nash. Oilbert Laite. Stew- Hcpe, Appleton, Lincolnville and
The town Is being canvassed by Saturday after spending the past
Miss Joan Witham. a student at art Orbeton. J. H Hobbs. Harry ; Ncrthpcrt.
a group of young women for en- week at the Bellevue Hotel ln Bcs- Oak Orove Seminar)' was a week- Walcott. Robert Dexter. J^ck KenEa'Y merning collection from
rollment in the Red Cross. Half ten.
j end guest of her parents Rev. and nedy, Robert Smith. Mrs Cynthia street boxes in business section.
j Mrs. W.r.fleld Witham.
Rich, Harleigh McMinn. Finley Afternoon collection of boxes in
Mrs. Orace Hunt ls a surgical Calder. John L. Tewksbury. Mrs I business section before departure of
late mall. Collection frem boxes
patient at Ccmmunity Hospital. Winnifred Burkett.
DINE ON THANKSGIVING DAY
Fred Ames and Mrs. John Belcln. j
who have been patients have rei turned home.
At the Lions Club meeting to' night at Wadsworth Inn. E. Carl
Moran of Rocklar.d will make his
flrst speech since his retirement
from the Maritime Commission.
There will be a musical program
and an advisory council meeting
CASH
which the president and secretary
of each club tn the district will
attend.
Funeral services will be held
DELUXE ELECTRIC RANGE AT A NEW ALL-TIME
Wednesday at 1 o'clock for Walter
TURKEY, CHICKEN, and All the Fixings
N. Young, who died suddenly Sun
LOW PRICE
day. Mr Young, was born 58 years
$1.00 per person
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE
ago in Palermo and burial will
PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY
Here's the grandest buy that we've ever offered in an electric range.
j take place there. Mr. and Mrs.
Phone 54, Thomaston
(limited
time
only)
It's the Westinghouse "Harvester." A range that compares with
, Nelson Young, father and mother
J. Fred Burgess, Prep.
I
and
Paunce
Ypung.
a
brother
surformer $200 values.
139&141
Imprinted in Gold Letters
' vive him.

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

Senior Class Play “Foot-Loose”

Comique Theatre

ROCKPORT

PERSONAL STATIONERY

M

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Courier-Gazette
offers the Biggest

PENCIL DEAL

KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston

f
AO
—
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ■ W <
In Electric Cooking

on Record

Your own name and address, school, or your
place of business

It will give you top performance, for it's quality in every respect.

A limited number of these are offered as our big Fall Special.

One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
An offer as sensational as this has been made
possible only through close co-operation with
one of America’s largest manufacturers.
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.

Without question nothing else like it lor the money. Beoutilul big
Walnut Veneer Console to match any modern home decorotion.
o 8 Tubes including Rectifier
o 3 Wave Bands lor American, Foreign, Aircralt and Police
o Powerful 10" Dynamic Speaker
• 6 Electric "Feather-Touch” Push Buttons lor Automatic Tuning

• Rich, radiant concert quality tone

o 3-Gang Condensers —Brings in far-distant stations easily
ONIY

HOUSE SHERMAN, INC.
44? MAIN STREET ROCKLAND. MAINE

TELEPHONE 721

18 Pencils,
30 Pencils,
60 Pencils,

$ .70
1.00
1.75

I Assorted Colors)
Postage 12c

6 Big Features

$2.75

(Y’ellow only)

Postage 15c

charge

• Economy Cooker
• Automatic Temperature Control

• 3 Storage Drawers

• Complete with Lamp and Clock

In writing quality, length of use, and appear
ance, you'll declare them the equal of pencils
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
soft black lead; best for general use.
Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.

Mail your order today.

Come in and see it today

CENT
POWE

down
$5.40 monthly

Streamline Design
• Big Roomy Oven

144 Pencils.

The

clock and lamp are included in this unusual offer at $169.50.

INE
MPAMY

included

*
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Every-Other-Day
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney M. Oxton,
Jr. of Belfast spent the weekend
as guests of relatives in this city.
Sidney and his bride, accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney M. Oxton,
Sr., were luncheon guests of Mrs.
Mabel Richards in Camden Sunday
afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Oxton are
____________________________
The Society for the Hard ofPl^anUyJocated ln an apartmentj
Miss Eleanor Morse of Auburn
I
dale. Mass., was the weekend guest Hearing will meet Friday afternoon at Hotel Windsor.
of Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Russell.
at 2.30, at the home of Mrs. Mary
The Dorcas Club celebrated the
------Veazie, Talbot avenue.
birthday of two of its members
Miss Annie M. Frost returned
Saturday from a visit in Attleboro
The Junior Rubinstein Club will at their meeting with Mrs. Abbie
and Taunton, Mass.
meet Wednesday night at 7 o'clock, Hanscom, Masonic street, Monday
in the east room at Community afternoon.
Miss Viola Joy ls havipg vaca Building .
_____
Mrs. C. F. Simmons has rented
tion from the local telephone busi
Miss Nettie Clark left last week | her home on Talbot avenue fcr the
ness offlce. Miss Madeline Han
son of Augusta is substituting for to spend the Winter with her niece, winter and is with Mrs. Elmer S.
her.
Mrs. Ralph Deering in Braintree, Bird. Broadway, until Christmas,
when she will be with members of,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry E. Hayes of
her family fcr the remainder of the
Ladies' Night at the Elks Home Winter.
Belfast have apartments at the
Lauriette for the Winter.
Mr. Wednesday night will feature a
Hayes is employed by the New novelty Cabaret Dance with Mrs.
Mrs E. X. Leighton returned
Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Christopher Roberts, Mrs. Carl Sim home the last of the week from a
mons. Mrs. Charles Ronco, Miss Boston trip.
The Diligent Dames will meet , Edna MacAlllster and Mrs. Robert
Wednesday at Mrs. Edith Jones', Brewer as hostesses.
A party Friday night at the Bok
Holmes street. The assisting hos
Heme for Nurses honored Mrs.
tesses will be Mrs. Emily Stever.s
Mrs. Robert C. Gregory was hos Sara Simonton Pendleton, who was
and Mrs. Beulah Allen. Members tess Thursday night to the Metho
married Nov. 10. Miss Ellen Daly,
note change of day.
dist Junior Auxiliary, Mrs. Rus
Miss Lillian Nash and Miss Nellie
sell Stewart. Miss Ruth Browne. Button acted as hostesses, and
Official inspection station 1017. Miss Marjorie Richardson and Miss
games and luncheon were the
Nilo's Garage. Tel 320.
138-139 Lucille Curtis assisting. After a
pleasant diversions for the social |
short business meeting, games evening. Mrs. Pendleton was pre
A special lot of Fall coats, both were played, with Mrs. Fred Goodsented with lovely gifts, and there
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply now receiving the prize, which
were 42 guests present.
reduced prices have been received proved to be a surprise shower of
at Lucien K. Green & Son and gifts from the members of the club.
Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick, Mrs. Carl
Burdell's Dress Shop. Odd Fellows Others present were the Misses Borgerson and Mrs. Nettie B. Frcst
Block, 16 School street, Rockland, Harriet Richardson, Doris Hyler, visited their respective daughters
—adv.
137-tf Marguerite de Rochemont, Elsie at Bates College over the weekBurbank. Margaret Richardson and i end. About 100 mothers gathered
Stuart C. Burgess, attorney at Ruth Regers. Mrs. Elmer Trask. I there for the fifth annual Mothers'
law, announces the opening of his Mrs. Lendon 0. Jackson, Jr., Mrs. j weekend to enjoy a special pronew efflees in the First National Charles Jillson. Mrs. Gordon de- I gram of entertainment designed to
Bank building. 417 Main street, Wolfe. Mrs. George Hamlin. Mrs. j acquaint them with some of the
telephone 416. Rcckland.
Harold Whitehill. and Mrs. Donald activities in which their daugh
133,134.136 & ’.39 C. Haskell.
ters engage in college. Included on
the program were a sports review.
exhibition of modern dancing.
— — -I a* one-act
— — — — — ► —play.
1 — rrsv_
rt
banquet, and
The
program closed with a special
chapel service on Sunday morning.

The Mayo-Dunham Nuptials at Holyoke

This And That

OCl ETY.

Take the Guesswork

Out of

It’s

Automatic
$1095

PRICE

12

*1.70 down
*7.25 mon!hljr

Sun

it and forget it. You're due for a real treat when you buy
this new General Electric Automatic Coffee Maker.
From then on you’ll eojoy the same delicious coffee day after day,
and w ith the new? brew compensator you can make two cups
equally as strong as eight cups in this eight cup coffee maker.

You'll be amazed at thc speed and ease with which this G-E
Automatic makes real appetizing coffee. Just measure thc coffee
and water, press the button and in a jiffy thc entire coffee making
operation is taken care of automatically.
Then too, the coffee is automatically kept
at serving temperature until you're ready
to drink it.

By K. 8. P.
Looks as if there would be
plenty of turkeys for Thanksgiv
ing and Christmas with 70.C30
available ln the Maine markets
from this State and Vermont is
never far behind and neither is
New Hampshire when it comes to
raising really good ones. Fancy
gebbjers of special sizes will come
In fcr extra prices, but generally
speaking the price will net be high,
• • • •
Shop early. Remember the daj'6
pass swiftly from now until
Christmas ard already there are
fine things in the windows of at
tractive Main street. Shop at
home and help your cwn city and
►yourself to prosperity.
• • • •

It was a man ln the Moon fam
ily by the name of John who
patented the flrst corn sheller
That was In 1826 and my family
used one in my memory.
• • • •

What looks to me like a shot
in the dark is to offer William
, Bullett the post at London as
American Ambassador, Too much
i lead in the Bullett.
* ■ • ■
Hint—Do you ever have trouble
your doughnuts soaking fat?
Of course you want them sweet
In the presence of many out of town guests, Oct. 12, in the First Baptist Church, Holyoke, Mass.,
Egther
Dunham of Ho,yoke >nd Kwkland. dauzhlrr 0, Mrs Benjamin w. Dunham.
married t„
really good but not at soaked.
Edward
Mavo. Jr, of Palm Beach. Fla., son o' Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Mayo of Hamilton. MLss Barbara Trj ‘hls plan—soak the sugar one„
—
__
_
_
__
■
■
■«
a.
_
hn
1
’
11* i in
vs I the
Is rv ivymilk,
11 lr csweet
U'o m 4 nVot
Dunham was maid of honor for her sister, and Clifford R. Mayo of Canton was best man, and they arc shown half rvoi
hour
sour,
before
you
mix
your
dcugh.
with the bridal couple. Mr. and Mrs. Mayo will live In Palm Beach, Ha., where he is in the yacht business.
• • • •

■e J

" i with

Mr. and Mrs Walter C. Ladd and
Miss Ruth Nichols of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. William W Spear
Miss Beatrice Mills of North Haven spent the weekend in Portland, the
(accompanied by her roommate guests of Mr and Mrs. H. Nelson
! Mary Huse of Kent's HUD and McDougall.
Howard Dearborn and Harold ,
-------i Boynton of Camden. aU students | Mrs Sanford Delano and Miss ,
i at Kent's Hill Seminary spent last . vittrice Carini were hostesses Sat- I
weekend at their respective homes. { urday night to Lafalot Club, at i
------jMrs. Delano's heme on Franklin ,
The students at Ballard Business street. The guests appeared wear- i
School held thelr Fall party Friday ing antique hats and were Mrs. I
night, in the tower room. A spe- Leo S Brauit, Mrs. Maurice Ginn,
' (ial feature was tbe singing of Mrs. Helen Perry, Mrs. Israel Snow
popular songs by Ernest Munro, Miss Christol Cameron Mr. and
popular bey crooner, accompanied Mrs. R. S. Sherman, Mr. and Mis.
on the piano by Miss Virginia Wyl- Milton M Orlffln, Mr and Mrs.
He. Burnell Mank was master of Harold Look. Miss Katherine Keat! ccremqpies. and with him on the >n8 and Sanford Delano,
i entertainment committee were Miss |
-------Priscilla Robinson and Miss Doris
TH E. Club met last nigiit at the
Boyd. The refreshment committee. Home of Mrs Sherman Rckes. Shaw
| Miss Robinson, Miss Boyd and avenue. Mrs. Louis Cook and Mrs
! Miss Wyllie were assisted in serving John M. Richardson won honors,
by the Misses Katherine True and and Mrs. Daniel Paulitz won the
Phyllis McCurdy. A merry evening traveling prize.
was spent with games, dancing and
The DUigent Dames wUI meet
refreshments. Chaperones were Mrs.
Nellie Ballard and Miss Virginia Wednesday afternoon, at the home
of Mrs. A .C. Jones. Holmes street.
Richardson.

ANIMALS AND FLOWERS
For Children

I

to 7 years

GREGORY-SPEAR
In the late afternoon Saturday,
Miss Gladys Viola Spear, oldest
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Herbert
I. Spear of Cushing, became the
bride of Rcbert Benjamin Gregory
of Glen Cove, at a quiet wedding
at the home of the groom’s parents
in Glen Cove. The double ring
service was used by Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald in the presence
Cf the Immediate families. The
living room decorated with bou
quets of seasonal flowers, was
lighted In the early twilight by a
blazing open fire.
Tlie young bride was very at
tractive In her traveling dress of
deep rose, and for going away she
wore a gray tweed coat with gray
fox collar, black hat and black
accessories.
Mr. Gregory is the only son of
Bert 3. Gregory and the late Grace
taow Gregory of South Thomas
ton. He ls a graduate of Rockport
High School in the class of 1936,
and holds diplomas from two
courses at Burdett Business College
in Boston. Since bis graduation in
1939, he has been employed at the
lecal Coca Cola plant.
Mrs. Oregory is a graduate of
Thcmaston High Schcol, ln the
class of 1937, and for some time
has been employed at the Gregory

HOME FOR AGED WOMEN
A Chance To Exercise Your Kindness At
the Thanksgiving Tea, Tuesday, Nov. 26

Old records at Poland Spring repert that the very first automo
bile to visit that resort was cwned
by Garet & Hobart and the make
was a long since discarded De
Blon.
• • • •

Along the way to the offlce Nov.
15 were found rose buds, petunias,
marigolds, dandelions, feverfew and
other flowers struggling into blos
It has been said. "Home is where , has trained experience in care of som. Who can doubt the resurrec
the heart is." and that is what the tl»e aged and feeble. Two of our tion of life when watching these?
.
, .
,
. , . .
. -members are now confined to thelr
• • • •
board of directors has tried to put
nurses> car(, whJch
Mbs
Caroline
P. Chase of Au
Into this home, enough heart and adds to the expense account heavlgusta was named President of the
love ar.d atmosphere to fill the ly.
minds of those who dwell within its
We have had Slate ar.d Corn- Maine Colonial Daughters at their
held in Portland.
walls with assurance cf security rnunity chest aid. These we sur- annual meeting
• • • •
of love and rest ar.d of home rendered when we thought we
comforts through the remaining could see cur way when other calls
An airplane engine recently built
years of their lives.
: were so heavy on them even be- by a California inventor weighs
The president and directors fore this city had decided not to only 130 peunds and develops 75
watch every avenue of expense have the Community Chest drive, horsepower. This engine is the
with earnest care that nothing is we had given them cur assurance dcuble opposed type and includes
wasted; and watch with equal care we would do our best alone, when a built-up roller bearing crank
that every member has the proper there were so many more needy, shaft also developed by the In
food and comforts possible with
This year we have had extra ex- ventor.
• • • •
the resources at their hands.
penses that call for generous help
We have managed our finances in foods and money and we urge
Hurrah, the Northern 3py Apple
with expert help, to make every every one who can to attend our crop ln New England ls good, a
dollar give its fuel value. Friends Thanksgiving Tea at the home
little below average in some parts
Mrs. Catherine Libby entertained have been more than kind and Tuesday Nov. 26 frtm 3 o'clock to
j but very good and Baldwins are
Saturday afternoon in honor of the , help’ul In donations in the past 430 p. m. Come with your hearts , plentiful so people should be
birthdays of her two daughters, to aid us in this excellent under- and your hands full of help ln
i thankful. Northern Spy. to our
Mary and Betty, who were eight taking.
generous donations of vegetables
way of thinking, is the best pie
and nine respectively. Games were j The Home, like most every in- or canned food or money, and
played. the donkey game causing J stitution. has suffered losses in the visit our Home for Aged Women, apple grown. • • • •
much merriment. The table was at- past few years, and we must apPer order of President and Board
If you can’t be a turkey,
tractlvely arranged, heaped with peal for more generous donations of Directors,
Be a nice fat hen;
dainty refreshments, and three for this Thanksgiving season. We
Kathleen S. Fuller.
beautiful birthday cakes were en are fortunate in the ms Iron, who ,
Publicity Chairman Thanksgiving is a-coming
And we’ll play our part then.
joyed. Ouests were Ruth and Mar
garet Dorman. Thomas Browne,
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to- j Mrs. John O. Stevens, acccom- If y°u can't be a pumpkin,
David Scarlott, Frances Ross, Joan night at 7.30. Supper will be served panted by her grandchildren. Bar-' 00 a n,ce dn’ squash;
Rackliffe John Ross and Oerald at 6.13.
bara Ann and John Harry Boynton, Mlnep Pie's for Christmas,
Brewster.
were guests last weekend of Lteut. And PIum pudding a-slosh
and Mrs. E. T. Randlett at Fort With two kinds of sauce.
Members
of
the
Edwin
Libby
Re

Automatic tops on the new 1941
McKinley.
Goose is the favored
DeLuxe Ford V-8 convertible club lief Corps are asked to take picnic
For the Christmas table.
coupes operate by two small elec suppers instead of the regular sup
Mrs. Forest Hatch was hostess With every kind of vegetable
tric motors instead of by vacuum. per this week. The business meet
last night to Monday N.ters, with That you really feci able
Thus, they work even when the ing will be at 7.30 o'cl-ck.
prizes awarded to Mrs. John Mills, To eat and enjoy, and keep stable
engine is not running and use no
Mrs. O B Brown. Mrs. Cecil MurK S F.
more current than the headlamps.
• • • •
Vcsper A. Leach Thrift Sale, due phy, Mrs. Clarence Knowlton, and
to bad weather, will be continued consolation ta Mrs. Arthur Bowley.
'Well, Billy, new did you get
Mrs. Fred Vinal won thc traveling
the rest of this week.—adv.
along and like ycur dancing les
prize.
Today and Wednesday
son?''
"Oh. good," said Billy, “It s easy.
Mrs.
A.
S.
Littlefield
was
hostess
PIANO
All you have to do ls turn around
last
night
to
Shapespeare
Boclety,
th* boy 1
Ptay a piece in the flrst lesson
you uied to
with 24 members present. An inter and keep wiping your feet klnda
easy like."
esting paper was read by Mrs. En
Call 1026 for trial lesson
* • ••
sign Otis, on "Comparison of Ar
This
sign
was
seen on the road
MABEL F. LAMB
thur with other children ln Shnke.139-141 spearean Plays." Act 4 cf King side as one enters a Western town:
Tl* Holt • Vlrglaia
tilswi • lua Cm«l
Splat lyiapn
John was read under the leadership "4C76 persons died last year of
ItO IADIO RlCTUIE bvOENE STIAITON aOITEI
of Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, and mem gas: 29 inhaled it; 47 put a light
bers taking part were Mrs. Jerome ed match to it; and 4 030 stepped
Wednesday-Thursday
Burrows, Mrs. Horatio Cowan. Mrs. on it."
Thursday—See Other Ad
• • • •
Katherine Derry. Mrs. Evelyn Hix.
Now
they
have
discovered that
Mrs. Arthur L. Orne. Mrs. Otis,
FRIDAY NIGHT IS
Mrs. John O. Stevens. Mrs. Rice sweet potatoes are a source of cel
and Mrs George Wooster.
The lulose for manufacture of bombs.
meeting Dec. 2 will be held with Will this take away all sweets dur
ing the war?
Miss Alice Erskine.
• • • •

Tugboat Annie

SOMETHING Sfew/m YOUR THANKSGIVING DINNER

TURKEY NIGHT

ner this year a truly memorable occa

sion ! Serve one of thege special holiday

desserts as the final perfect touch to an

excellent meal.
You ran get both desserts from your

neighborhood dealer who sells Sealtestsupervised Icc Creams, but thc Thanksgiving cake must be ordered in advance

for delivery from thc plant. Telephone

Ten Free Turkeys

now and place your order.

FROICE CREAM
• Hear thc Sealtest Show with
Rudy Vallee every Thursday
night over Station WLBZ, 10
to 10.30 P. M.

This Company and Sealtest, Inc.,
Are Under the Same Ownership

William Henry Harrison per
sonally shopped for the White
Mrs. C. E. Cook is spending the
House when he was President and
Winter with her daughter Mrs.
often carried a large market basket
Harley Willard ln Orono.
on his arm,
Miss Evelyn Robbins one of the
• • • •
grade teachers was taken Wednes
Few
in
the
New England States
day to the Mount Desert Island
Hospital at Bar Harbor where she ever play the game lacross. and
few realize that it originated from
underwent a surgical operation.
Mrs. Evelyn McPherson. R N. is the stlckball game of the North
occupying her new house which Carolina Cherokees who still play
the ancient form of that game.
was built during the Summer.
• • • •
MARJORIE RAMBEAU-ALAN HALE
Mrs. Chester Robbins who has
JANE WYMAN-RONALD REAGAN
Some writer has said, "Smells
been 111 with pneumonia ls slightly
liintM ti LEVIS SIlill -IIIIKI lilt. m um non
Improved. A registered nurse from are good things to knew about.
When people do goed things the
Bar Harbor is ln attendance.
NOW PLAYING
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Albee have world smells sweet; when they do
closed their house and are spend bad things they do not smell sweet
“CITY FOR CONQUEST"
at all." What ls the odor of the
James Cagney
Ann Sothern ing the Winter at Fort Lauderdale world today?
Fla.
• • • •
Mrs. Harry Robbins and Mrs.
The
beauties
of Maine and the
Barclay Burgess spent thc week
nostalgic love for this State when
end in Bath.
her sons and daughters are exiled
Phone 892
Barometers made in Germany to other parts, are fully sat forth
2.00, 6.30, 8.30 j have been condemned in Sydney, in hundreds of poems that sing of
Week Days,
3.00, 6.30, 8.30 I Australia, as being as unreliable beautjt and tingle with pride In
Sundays,

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

>1 AKE your Thanksgiving din

TO LUCKY PATRONS

t

>■

-V-

~

TIIE THANKSGIVING CAKE—Two thick layers of
Butter Pecan and Chocolate Sealtest-supervised Ice
Cream. Decorated with a pumpkin centerpiece and
gay festoons of frozen whipped cream. Order from
your nearest dealer or telephone Rockland 477. Three
convenient sizes: Medium! serves 6 to 8) $1.25; Large,
(serves 10 to 12) $1.75; Extra Large! serves 14 to 16)
$2.00. Prices include dry-ice packing and delivery
from the plant.

Turkey winners will receive Tur
keys Fresh Wednesday
Turkey Drawing 8.15

Saturday Matinee Special
Two Turkeys For Children

Strand

ws Fifth Columnists.

birth In Maine,

home,

Following
the ceremony,
a
luncheon was served, after which
the ycung couple left for a few
days’ trip. Upon return they wlll
bgein housekeeping ln the Fred
Oregory bungalow in Glen Cove.
GOW-WALES
Cards have been received here
announcing the marriage of Oeorge
William Gow. Jr., to Pearl Rose,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Brown Wales. The ceremony took
place ln Kennebunk. Nov. a. Mr.
Gow is advertising solicitor for the
H. A. Manning Company, which
publishes the Rockland City Di
rectory in common with many
others throughout New England.
H!s native home is in Massachu
setts. but during repeated visits
to this city he found it entirely to
his liking, and elected to make
it hls votirg residence. Before
engaging In directory work Mr.
Gow was a member of a profes
sional theatrical troupe which
toured the eastern part of the
country quite extensively. He is
an ardent follower of athletics, and
exceptionally well posted on base
ball. football and basketball.
The popularity which he enjoys
on the circuit over which he travels
applies to the bride, who has made
mary friends on the occasion of
ner visits to this city. Mr. Gow
ls a member of the Rockland Lions
Club.

Dr. Ouy Wllscn, down from Bos
ton with a happy smite, reports
Mrs Wilson will probably be home
in the next 10 or 12 days.
President Everett C. Herrick of
Andover Newton Theological In
stitution who is always in great
demand, has these preaching en
gagements for an anniversary:
Sabbath morning sermon at Liver
more Fails, ln the evening preach
ing ln Waterville; also tending out
on the Ministers Meeting there
Monday morning. Dr. Herrick ln
ihe writer's opinion has no peer
in the line of splendid work he
has been accomplishing for years.
Dr. Herrick went to the Newton
rhrolcglcal 8chool when it was
at a very low temperature In broad
-eligkius work, and he has built
up the highest type of service for
the Master of the world, adding
-o his faculty minds clean, clear
ind heads ln Bible history and
Christian living. His many friends
.n Rockland feel the keenest pride
:n the work President and Mrs.
Herrick are accomplishing for the
Kingdom of Ood and love of men
in earth.

38 to 52 years old. Women who ars
restless, moody. NERVOUS—who
tsar hot (lashes, dizzy spells—to take
Lydia E Plnkham's Vegetable Com
pound. Plnkham's Is famous for
helping women during these “trying
times” due to functional Irregulari
ties Oet a bottle today from your
.druggist! WORTH TRYINOI

♦ vO M10
HJZETCi
TUESDAY. NOV. 19

Encyclopedia Night, Vol. 5
Olrl gets radical—boy friend
|paddles.

“PUBLIC DEB NO. 1”
with
Brenda J#yre

| George Murphy

I'alph Bellamy

WED.-THl'RN., NOV. 20-21
| The picture you have been wait

ing for!

Laughs, songs, frolics, all in
glorious technicolor.

“DOWN ARGENTINE
WAY’’
with
| Don Ameche

Betty Grable

Carmen Miranda

COMING

NOV. 27-28

“KNUTE ROCKNE,
ALL AMERICAN”
with
GAIL PAGE
PAT O'PHItN

Page Eigli!

Every-Other-Day
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quet and ball t»4 (he Auburn Post,
Knox estate was sold, Capt. Bur
Dec. 14 Banquet at 6.30, 50 cents
tons granddaughter. Mrs. E. MlUer,
a plate to all members of Posts and
brought the gravestone to Warren
Auxiliaries. Omar B. Ketchum, na
Wilhelmina Fogg Makes and placed lt ln what is now River
tional extension officer, from Kan
a Valuable Contribution View Cemetery, back of the Bap
sas City, Mo., and Joe Chlddeton of
Washington, D. C., will be guests
To Knox County History tist Church, on the Creighton lot.
of tue Department. All members
In 1835 I made a heel-ball rubbing
It was by the merest chance of the inscription on this stone.
of the Rockland and Friendship
I Pests and Auxiliaries are urged to
Col. Burton's mother was Alice
while visiting the Newcotnb Cemeattend.
1 tery with a friend this Summer that j Lewis. The Lewises were of Welsh
I discovered the long sought grave i origin.
The use of surnames
(By Oliver R. Hamlin)
Sundsy, Dec. 15. at the V. F. W.
of that eminent patriot and soldier { among the Welsh w’as not comhall,
Auburn, there will be a real
|
Col.
Benjamin
Burton
(Benjamin
j
mon.
The
original
name
was
Lewis
i Second Installment)
get-tegether with the National of
Burton, 3d). It was but a few ap Jevan or Lewis, son of Evan.
It was a grand experience to be longing to a Rockland woman open
ficers. Much important business
weeks later that I made the dis We find the name of Lewis in
will be discussed. State Commander
in the Pacific the first few days its blossom.
covery of the grave of John Mont Shrewsbury, England, as far back
Charles O. Weeman will preside.
A short distance from their home
when troubl? with Japan seemed
gomery, Gen. Peleg Wadsworth's as the Fourteenth century.
Veterans who wish to receive infor
imminent. The President Coolidge Martha stopped the car that I
Col. Burton was born in the
waiter at his headquarters in
mation on pensions ar.d liaison
arrived and many of her passen might read the name on a letter
blockhouse at St. Georges, now
Thomaston.
work should attend.
gers were ordered not to proceed b.x. The name was Tyler Spear.
Through the kindness of Charles Thcmaston in 1749 At the age
a v • e
to the Orient. Many of them, also , The car was out, so we took it for
W. Munson, (Chairman of the of 13 he was left an orphan. He
Past
Commander
Oliver Hamlin
refugees returned with me to the granted the Spears were out and
married
Hannah
Church.
Col.
Sons of the American Revolution
has been asked to form a Home
States on the S. S. Lurline. The ( did not step. They are living about
Memorial marker committee. I Berpamin and Hannah Church
Defense Corp in Old Town, Dec. 26
C.c idge had an exciting time. The the same distance from each other
was able to place SA.R. markers Burton were the parents of 11
• • • •
morning cf her arrival a China- as they did ln childhood day* on
children.
at each of these graves Aug. 4.
man was Lund dead hanging by Talbot avenue.
Huntley-HiU
Post, assisted by the
The closing years of Col. Bur
It seems scarcely credible that
his belt to his cabin door. He left i A mest as soon as daylight breaks
Heme Defense Corps, rededicated
tons
life
were
spent
in
Warren.
He
the grave of Benjamin Burton. 3d
the States with traveler's checks the Hawaiian boys are out at I
Hunt'.ey-H.ll Square following the
should have escaped discovery all built the Deacon Calvin Bick
rmeuntirg to $23,030 and was being Waikiki with their surf-boards and
Armistice Day parade, in henor of
ford
house
in
Warren,
now
known
these years. Evidently Burton had
investigated when I left for home 1 outriggers, I did not feel I was j
|ccmiades Huntley and Hill, who
either a sarcophagus or a so- as the Hysler place.
With the Navy standing by I acrobat enough to try the surfI lost thelr lives overseas in the World
Of course, we find Col. Benja
called table monument. Presum
could not see any reason to be boards for I saw many spills. I
War. Comrade Lawrence Hamlin
min
Burton
in
“
Come
Spring,"
ably his wife was buried in the
alarmed if conditions did become was intrigued however with the
and comrade Albert Brickley con
same grave. The gray marble Benjamin Burton, as Ben Ames
mastic. It seems tc me the only outriggers. They are trees hollowed |
ducted the services. Percy Hill,
sides and ends which have fallen Williams calls him, built the first
serious situation that could arise in ’ out with arms over the side to pre- )
brother of Henry Hill, who is a
in
Taylortown
case cf war would be the shortage of j vent turning over, but I soon found
outward are unbroken. The top, frame-house
member of the Heme Defense Corps,
with the following Inscription, (Union) for Dr. John Taylor, in
foed as the islands produce very that does not prevent swamping,
was present.
• • • •
little ether than pineapples, sugar One afternoon I went over to the ;
rests on marble bars above the the spring of 1776. The boards for
this house were brought up the
The next meeting of thc Post will
car.e. bananas and cocoanuts. One Outrigger Club and met Sammy
deep open grave:
river on the ice by Phineas Butler,
be a joint session with the ladles
sees very few vegetable gardens but Steamboat, a fine looking six-foot
Benjamin Burton
of the Auxiliary. This will be a
who was one of the two local men
an abundance of flowers and flow- Hawaiian chap He cwned an out- j
a Died May 21. 1835:
Omar B. Ketchum. Kansas City,
ering trees everywhere.
' rigger abcut 30 feet in length. I 1
at Valley Forge. The other was Mo„ Director, Department of Ex- social meeting, with musio and
Aged 86 Years.
A thing of beauty and I did not rented a bathing suit and found
my great, great, great grandfather ten; ion. Veteians of Foieign Wars singing, games and a real good old
Hannah
' fashioned lunch. Comrade Giles in
see it at its best is a hedge cf Night Sammy had two other passengers.
Samuel Boggs, 3d. born in the fort of the United States.
wife of
' charge. All members attend Jan.
Blooming Cereus at Punahou school., We all helped paddle out over the
at
Pemaquid
in
1759..
he
had
marBenjamin Burton
3 at 7 30
a private school established a cen- waves and when we dropped down
| ried Suzannah
Annis, daughDied Aug. 22. 1831:
tury ago also by the New England into the trough from a gigantic
Past Commander Hamlin and
------------------: ter of Capt. John Annis. who had
Aged 78 years
Missionaries. This school is where ! wave lt seemed we could never go
| been shot while privateering. ( wife Oladys attended the Armistice GEORGES RIVER ROAD
They die ln Jesus and are blest.
Miss Dunstan is teaching, also cur over tlie next cne. but we always
A
gather ng wU1
heId ln
Both Phineas Butler and Sam banquet and ball in Livermore
How kind their slumbers are;
own Mary Hall <a classmate of made it. We went out beyond
_ I Boggs. 3d. had been corporals, ap Falls where Oliver speke on ' Na- the
ch
urch
Thursday
night,
From suffering and from sin re
mine! and Marion Norton, of"Rock- where the seas were breaking and
pointed from Georges.
tional Defense.
Mrs. A Nenonen and Mrs. V. Ellldeemed.
land.
I headed toward shore. As soon as
Col. Benjamin Burton was a I
* * * *
sen will serve refreshments. All
And freed from every sorrow
At a social gathering I met a (the Hawaiian boy feels the force of
Mrs. Annie B. Smith of Portland
The other picture reads, left to
Major in the Revolutionary War. ■ There will be a Department ban- are welcome.
member of the Punahou faculty and <he sea he says “Paddle hard." I
The John Montgomery grave has serving under Longfellow’s grand- 1
he said "Mary Hall was indlspens- I did my best and presumably the who is a subscriber ar.d faithful right: great-grandmother, Annie
B 'Georgei Smith. 73; grand
father General Peleg Wadsworth.
able to the schocl where she teaches others did. but the wave caught us reader of this paper sends pictures mother. Florence N. (Ingersoll) a white marble stone. The In
scription reads: “John Montgom He was Colonel of the Militia at
mathematics." I had not seen the ®nd turned us sidewise. Never knew of two four-generation groups.
Faunce: father. Robert D. Faunce.
Warren in 1796
Hall sisters for many years. Martha there could be so much water. It Mrs Smith was born in Rockland 28 and infant. Joan L. Faunce. ery, Died June 16. 1854. age 90 yrs.
Col Burton's fame was estab
8 mos."
called for me at my hotel to drive rushed by my head with terrific and passed her childhood here. one year.
lished as a member of the Boston
The
Col
Burton
grave
is
locat

force
and
seemed
to
weigh
tons.
me to their delightful home at
Many of her departed relatives are
Mrs. Smith’s ancestors were
Black Feint, directly back of Dia The boys from the surf boards interred at Jameson Point or prominent in the early history of ed in the upper half of the old Tea Party. His experiences in
part of the Newcomb Cemetery in connection with Bagaduce (now
mond Head. Prom their living came to help us bail cut and twice Blackington's Corner.
the country, one of whom was
Castine), and his imprisonment in
room very large windows overlook after we sailed in perfectly. The
In the three-males group are: Governor of Massachusetts; an Warren; the John Montgomery
the ocean where they see all the speed is faster than any toboggan Left to right—great-grandfather. other a Major-General in the grave is on the southern side, east old Dunkirk 'England), is an oft
ships entering and leaving the har slide and the outrigger simply Burley B Faunce, 83; father. Revolutionary Army: and another. lot, second aisle, entering the told tale.
You need all the heat you can get these
The old Burton place (Capt. bor and the Clipper ships make glides. Sammy explained afterward Robert D. Faunce. 28; grandfather. Daniel Sullivan, had the town of cemetery.
"It got out cf control."
their landings nearby.
Eaton says that Ool. Burton died Benjamin Burton, 2d) Cushing is
cold days. Be sure of it by burning D. & H.
Leroy L. Faunce, 55. The infant Sullivan named for him. The
now the Mackay Radio Station.
I have read since returning that is Joan L. Faunce. one year old.
The wall around their home is
ANTHRACITE.
Faunces were of old Puritan stock May 24. 183$: the late Frank B.
John Montgomery, whose grave
built of lava rock, the ground was the vote was two to one in favor of
Miller says "Soldiers and Sailors
petitioning
Congress
to
make
Ter

was
also
marked
with
an
SA.R
parched and dry, lt being the dry
Who served in the War for Ameri
season, but in the distance the ritorial Hawaii, a State. There was She was formerly a member of the , as we encountered some of the ty- can Independence." May 23. 1836; marker that lovely Sunday aft
CALL 487
mountains were green with tropical much discussion about it and the court, being Lady in Waiting to Phoon winds from the storm at and the gravestone gives the date ernoon, was a son of Robert Mont- I
foliage. It rains most every day in people I met were against it. The the last Hawaiian Queen. Ljliouo- ■ Wake and two and a half days as May 21. 1835. Genealogists gomery and Elizabeth Cooper
more of pleasant seas and the S. S
the hills and a light mist falls in big sugar Interests are lor it as it kalani.
say that records from the family Montgomery. John Montgomery’s
Lurline
had brought me safely to
the city while the sun is shining would permit them to ship all the
I arrived during one of the hot
Bible and records frem grave father Robert was with General
The people call it "Liquid Sun sugar produced, while under the test spells the islanders could re the continent. I have enjoyed stones are to be looked upon with Wolfe at Quebec; served in the
ROCKLAND. MAINE
present system they operate under member. Like all tropical isles, many captain's nights on shipboard
shine."
suspicion: however. I prefer the Revolutionary War: he is burled
Mary asked me “if the view from a quota. The population of the Honolulu is cooled by the Trade but the one on the Lurline was
in the Old Town yard at Warren
About Winds that blow every afternoon most Impressive. As we neared authority of Mr. Miller.
her window reminded me of Maine" inland is about 150.000.
and an S. A. R. marker was
Col.
Benjamin
Burton
was
the
heme
shores
during
the
dinner
hour
30.000
are
whites,
mostly
army
and
and I don't remember answering
For more than two weeks - a hot
placed on his grave by the writer
son
of
Capt.
Benjamin
Burton,
the
ship's
orchestra
entered
the
din

her. Oceans and hills, yes, but in navy, and Japanese predominate. wind Irom the south called "Kona
of this article in 1938.
all my travels I have never seen They feel if they become a State in Wind," often referred to as the ing room passing up and down be- commander of the old Block- "To the hero, when his sword
anything that looks cr equals Pe a few years they will have a Japan Sick Wind" had caused extreme , tween the tables playing and sing House, Thomaston, who froze to Has won the battle for the free.
voice sounds like a prophetic
ese governor and their representa heat. “Flu" was breaking out at ing "California Here I Come" death in his boat on the St. Death'!word:
nobscot Bay.
We chatted about good old Rock tives in Washington will be Japan thc rate of 400 cases a day. It was Hawaiian songs and lastly "God Georges River. March 20. 1763 He And in its hollow tone, are he.rd
land days and it was a grand after ese. In other words, it would be not of a serious type and only a Bless America" in which I heartily was buried in the Fort burying- The thanks of millions yet to be!"
Wilhelmina T. Fogg
Lettie S. Good
gvound in Thomaston. When the
noon. Mary and Martha have "A Little Japan."
! few deaths occurred. There are no joined.
During a visit to the Bishop reptiles, and carnivals cr circuses
traveled extensively and are rich in
experience. They drove me through Museum I was introduced to the are not permitted to bring snakes CLARK ISLAND
the campus of "Punahou" to see Hawaiian lady in charge. When Not so much insect life as I have
Mr. and Mrs. William Williams
the various buildings and told me told I was frem Maine she shook cen in the tropics. Flying roaches. and daughter Heiene cf North
"when the cereus was at its best my hand and said “I know Ma.ne see. pions and lizards mostly. The Weymouth, Mass. were weekend
there were hundrds of thousands j Belftst, Castine, Rockland, for I Hawaiian men can be seen daily j guests of Mr William s mother.
of blooms " I can recall sitting up married an American from Bangor, casting thelr ngts for fish from the Mrs. Jessie Williams. They alos
half the night to see one plant be- ' and he was always talking Maine.”
here and the Japanese fish with visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler.
: their sampans, painted blue
Mrs. Mabel Blethen of Rockland,
I saw many natives dance the Mis. Winfred Rcbbins cf Rcck"Hula." The dance is very beau vU'.e, and Mrs. C Ive Griffin
I tiful after learning its meaning cf F.cvldenre, were visitors Sunday
The girls' fingers simply flutter j at the heme cf Mr. and Mrs. Mau
, with extreifle grace. The mctlcns rice Jcnrs.
i of their hands depict the drift of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stahl cf
i rain, the dance of waves, the wind Massachusetts and Mr. and Mrs. i
blown leaves, the epening oi Edward Hopkins cf South Thom- ;
flowers. The feet, hands, even the • astrn called Sunday on Mr and !
eyes have a meaning and the gj-acs- Mrs. Jsrnes Harrison,
ful swaying of the hips keep the i The Davis family of Swan's Island
rhythm.
have moved to the house owned by
A visit to the Hawaiian Pineapple Mrs .Jennie Wright.
Company where the "Dole" products
Mr and Mrs. Henning Johnson
are canned was of especial interest recently visited Mr and Mrs. EraAt the peak of the season they e;n- est Hansen of Long Cove,
ploy 14.033 pecple. The cannery
Mr., and Mrs. William Erickson'
property covers 42 acres and 2.776 and Mrs. Eunice Burton of Spruce
cans are packed a minute. It took Head were recent guests of Mr.
45 minutes to walk through with and Mrs Charles Butler,
dainty Japanese girls as guides.
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Hawley
dressed in green uniforms with of Needham, Mass., passed the
caps that resemble pineapples cut weekend with Mr. and Mrs Mautn halves. The tops are first cut rice Jones.
off, being returned to the piantaRalhp Caven of Hartford. Conn.. >
tions to be replanted to produce visited at his heme here for several
new pineapple plants. They are days.
then peeled by machinery, the peelMiss Grace Cooper of Bangor,
ing made into a by-product, "Pine- Mrs. Mabel Blethen and Mrs.
Streamliner Six Sedan Coupe S923* (uhite sideuall tires optional at extra cost)
apple Bran” for the cattle. After c car Hagberg Mrs. Carl Swanson
the peeling, girls dressed in whits and daughter Hilda are visiting in
with gloved hands assort the per- Massachusetts.
fect fruit from the over-ripe and
Charles Cromwell Jr. has emthis is cored and sliced F.fteen ployment In Rhode Island.
minutes from the time the top is i Mr. and Mrs. William Wiggin of
cut from the fruit, it is vacuum Rcckiand were recent callers on Mr.
sealed and in the heater for pas and Mrs. Jchn Caven.
teurizing. The riper fruit is made
into shredded pineapple and pine
apple juice and another by-product ORFF’S CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hutchins
Is citric acid of which 600.000 pounds
Individual Hot Mince Pies
Tender piecrust—
are produced yearly. A familiar have had as recent visitors, Mrs.
1 recipe Spry Piecrust
Honolulu landmark is the 100,000 Theresa Leighton of Lynn, Mrs
1 pint mincemeat
sweet as a nut
gallon
water tank, a huge pineapple Gertrude Emerson of Lynnfield
Roll H of pie dough to U-lneh
Center, Mrs. Tena Carroll of New
on
top
of the plant.
thickness and line 6 individual
• What's the crowning touch to
pie tins. Fill pie shells with
The 10 days passed all too quickly buryport and Mrs. Herbert Mack
Thanksgiving dinner? Why, hot
mincemeat.
and the day of departure arrived.' of Salem' N H
mince pie, of course! Mince pies
Roll remaining dough for top
Upon my arrival at the pier hun-1 Calvin H. Elwell and Alfred
crusts and cut or prick a deco
hot and fragrant, in flaky, tender
rative
design
to
allow
steam
to
dreds of native girls lined the street Jackson have each shot a deer.
piecrust.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Boardman
escape. Fit dough over mince
with their arms filled wtth gorgeous
And here are mince pies in a
meat, trim t4-inch larger than
and family of Kittery were re
lets.
Friends
of
cnly
a
few
days
million — luscious, spicy individual
pans, then fold under bottom
crusts. Seal edge with fork.
were there to bid me ''Aloha.” They cent callers at the home of her
dependable through the years... and it's as eco
desserts, with delicate, nut-sweet
1
Brush tops of pies with_milk.
brought leis of ginger flowers (my , aunt Mrs. Mabelle Porter
nomical as many smaller cars. Why not stop in
pastry. Easy to digest, too, even
Bake in not oven (425'F.) 30
4
favorite) until I had nine around
ill your ruimai. ucaici a luuay auu inspevi me
after a hearty Thanksgiving dinner.
minutes.
PERFECTION
my neck of varied colors. The ship
style sensation of 194 1 ? It is available either as
Spry
Piecrust
[For
The
Courier-Gazette]
’
Originated
by
General
Motors,
it's
No fuss to make
was
one
mass
of
colored
streamers,
a six or an eight for only twenty-five dollars
2'i cups sifted all- % cup Spry
offered by Pontiac in the Streamliner
Mother Nature's painted
the Royal Hawaiian Band dressed
difference.
purpose flour
5 tablespoons cold
Clear across the sky
These enticing little pies are mixed
"Torpedo"
at
its
lowest
price.
Here
1 teaspoon salt
water (about)
♦ Deliveredat Pontiac, Mich
in pure
white With two .golden voiced II Numerous
rosyplnuHc
pathways
in jig-time, with creamy, smooth
*
With
uiblto
drlf
isa
long,
low,
sleekly
moderncarwithdistinctive
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Two Ancient Graves

Tells of Work Done By Former Rockland
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